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Creative Issue Playlist by Karolina Friberg

1. Seinabo Sey - Younger (Kygo Remix)
2. Tom Odell - Another Love (Zwette Edit)
3. Disclosure - Latch (La'Reda Remix)
4. COMIC SANS - Salad
5. Naxxos - New Orleans
6. Beyoncé - Drunk in Love (Diplo Remix)
7. Robin Schulz - Cheating (Bootleg)
8. Daft Punk - Get Lucky (Pretty Pink Edit)
9. Marvin Gaye - Sexual Healing (Kygo Remix)

Click here to play it! 

Karolina Friberg is a freelancing digital media junkie who has a 
diploma 'Advanced Vocational Education and Training for Digital 
Media' which she earned after two intense years at Hyper Island. She 
loves to work with design, film and creative concepts. Sometimes 
she also likes to spice up her life by doing silly things, such as 
changing her name to Klaus-Heidi. 

82-87
Creative Director

TNH&P Magazine Issue #2. The Creative Issue

http://bit.ly/1eSG99J
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Dear Heroes & Pioneers!

Have you ever watched your offspring jam away at his guitar, and 
wondered: “Am I looking at a future rock star?” Is your daughter 
already showing a keen interest in art, particularly body art? If your 
children are already dancing to the beat of their hearts’ own drum, 
and you are lacking the rhythm to keep up, this edition of The New 
Heroes & Pioneers magazine will help you prepare.

This edition is focused entirely on the 14 Creative Jobs You Want 
Your Children To Have. We have interviewed fourteen different 
professionals from fourteen vastly different fields, and now proudly 
present to you insights into their every day lives, their determination 
and above all their experiences, which they were more than happy 
to share with you. They will all tell you life in the creative fields is 
hard, but they also agree on one thing: ambition and believing in 
yourself is the key to success!

As publishers, photographers and writers, we’ve all heard the line 
“Get a proper job” more than once in life. Having had the opportunity 
to speak with such an eclectic mix of creative, pioneering folk has 
been a great experience, one that has reminded us once again to 
never give up. We hope this magazine will do the same for you, and 
we hope you will pass these new found wisdoms on to the heroes 
of our future: Your Children.

Enjoy!

Jens, Frasse & Roxanne
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Having grown up in a family of archi-

tects, Radmilla has always felt very con-

nected to the creative environment. She 

has been drawing as long as she can 

remember and considers the arts to be 

her principal education.The 

My father is an architect and he always 

paid special attention to my drawing. 

Being surrounded by his books and be-

ing part of other creative activities have 

played a significant role in my attaining 

knowledge of design. 

Radmilla spent five years studying at 

the State University of Almaty, before 

graduating as a Graphic Designer. She 

remembers her time at university fondly 

and refers to a strong teacher figure that 

helped her understand her own skills 

and composition techniques. 

– My first commission was designing a 

gas station; I took it as a sign: Get ready 

and find your way! My “new project” 

is the apartment where I have settled 

down now, even though when I bought 

it, there were already set designs. I 

changed some colours and added dé-

cor. This was enough to change the 

atmosphere entirely. My home is filled 

with many details I have collected over 

the years. That is important to me. Just 

as many other designers, I feel love 

through my eyes. I do not like plastic 

boxes and such on the table. I believe 

in the visual representation of thoughts. 

For me this ideal works a 100%. 

“I feel love through my eyes. I 
do not like plastic boxes and 
such on the table. I believe in 
the visual representation of 
thoughts.” 

Speak to any creative and chances are 

they will tell you that often inspiration is 

all about being at the right place at the 

right time. Radmilla fully supports this 

idea and has found the best way for her 

to make this happen – through travel.

– I am passionate and addicted to trav-

elling! Many of my inspirations stem 

from my travels. It’s not always about 

the trips to big cities but about big sto-

ries you become a part of while you are 

there. You can visit New York and only 

see stamps, but you can take away a 

whole life from one object. Many things 

depend on your luck to be in the right 

place with the right people and I can 

say without modesty that I have got it!  

 

photo: Mariya Popova Buro247

Interior Designer
Name: Radmilla Zhaksylykova 

Occupation: Interior Designer 

Nationality: Kazakhstan
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You should always approach a new proj-

ect with certain lightness inside. without 

modesty that I have got it! You should 

always approach a new project with cer-

tain lightness inside.

To Radmilla, her work goes beyond 

the picking and choosing of specific 

materials or objects; it goes further than 

creation – it’s about communication too.

– I like the emotional side of my job. 

Meeting and communicating with 

different people, whether it is the 

furniture designer or the foreman 

builder. They are all connected to the 

project and should work as a single 

mechanism. I get excited when there is 

room for humour at work. Maybe one 

day I will write a diary full of anecdotes 

of things that happened to me while 

working on a project. I always look 

forward to the customer’s reaction. The 

gleam in their eyes and their enthusiasm 

gives me the courage and inspiration to 

do something unusual.

In the world of interior design, there are 

a lot of factors which need to be taken 

into account. Radmilla is eager to try 

herself out in all mediums of design, 

but if there is one thing that is of utmost 

importance to her, it is quality.

“...it is the task of the design-
er to find the perfect balance 
between pricing and a good 
final result.”

– I can’t point out any specific materials 

I like working with – my main goal is 

quality. Low quality comes as a result 

of using bad materials. It is quite 

understandable that there may not be 

a budget for implementing high quality 

things; however, it is the task of the 

designer to find the perfect balance 

between pricing and a good final result.

“You can’t use two concepts 
that work against each 
other. We are all differ-
ent and feel environments 
differently.”

Different spaces call for different 

designs – this is something Radmilla is 

very in tune with and her intuition never 

seems to fail her.

– Minimalism can be quite convenient. 

You can’t use two concepts that work 

against each other. We are all different 

and feel environments differently. In my 

case for example, minimalism wouldn’t 

work for me in my home. I wouldn’t 

feel comfortable in that, I wouldn’t 

feel myself. However, if my home was 

located in the middle of a forest with 

floor to ceiling windows, I would prefer 

a simple interior inside. When starting 

a new project, I always pay attention 

to the architecture itself: the natural 

lighting, the size of windows and the 

view – they must all be in harmony.

Almaty is a large, modern city which 

is considered to be very rich in its 

greenery, with tree-lined streets, parks, 

gardens and flowerbeds. The city 

photo: Mariya Popova Buro247

photo: Mariya Popova Buro247
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houses impressive buildings such as the 

Central State Museum of Kazakhstan, 

the Zenkov Cathedral and the Abai’s 

theatre. Due to the high seismic activity 

in the area, most apartment buildings 

are high rises. We may have an idea 

of Almaty’s exterior design, but TNHP 

wanted to know more about the city’s 

interior.

– I wouldn’t be able to tell you whether 

there is a specific style in my country, one 

that could be agreed upon by everyone. 

Mostly it’s about mixing up various 

styles. My clients for example often 

opt for Italian classic when choosing 

furniture, combined with modern 

minimalism. Again it’s the designer who 

needs to be able to find combinations 

of these different styles which reflect the 

overall space of the living area.

Radmilla’s passion for design and her 

enthusiasm is contagious; by leaving 

you with some suggestions as to how 

to go about being a interior designer, 

TNHP Magazine hopes to pass the 

designer bug on to you!

1 Visit exhibitions dedicated to 
the design of furniture and interi-
or. This is a great opportunity to 
meet other designers and archi-
tects. The most famous furniture 
exhibition is, of course, “Isaloni”, 
which is hosted in Milan every 
year. 
 
2 Decor and textiles are rep-
resented at the Paris exhibition 
"Maison & Object". A variety of 
textures and colours are the 
main feature of this exhibition.

3 For inspiration and new 
names, the best option is to fly 
to London for the "100 % Design". 
Exhibition spaces are available 
for young and emerging design-
ers in different parts of the city.

The How-To

photo: Mariya Popova Buro247
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Some girls knew they would march 

to the tune of the fashion parade in 

impossibly high heels and irritatingly 

suffocating, delicate dresses at an early 

age; others swore to all that was good 

and holy, they would never be caught 

dead in anything that came with frills 

and bows and viciously girly patterns. 

You’ll grow out of it, they said, You’ll love 

dressing up by the time you hit sixteen, 

they promised. Emma and Julia proved 

them wrong then and continue to do 

so now – they say, if you want to be a 

Tomboy, be a Tomboy. If you want to be 

a Tomboy with attitude, be a Wildfang. 

Jules and Emma are as thick as thieves 

– in their friendship, their ideas, their 

motivation and their styles. While Jules 

tends to opt for the casual button-downs 

and sneakers, Emma likes to mix it up 

a little with blazers and stilettos. During 

a shopping spree in 2010, the twosome 

found themselves frustrated by a 

limitation of choices.

“We started thinking about 
how we could fix this and 
whether this was something 
people would want.”

– We were at Urban Outfitters; I was 

looking at a graphic t-shirt with a 

provocative image of Kate Moss, Jules 

was looking at a blazer, but they were 

both cut for men and didn’t fit. Suddenly 

it became clear there was no home, no 

brand for Tomboys. We started thinking 

about how we could fix this and whether 

this was something people would 

want. We started conducting surveys, 

interviews and research. We looked into 

different blogs and websites like Yves 

Saint Laurent and saw a lot of energy.

Before her move to the US, Emma 

studied Natural Science at Cambridge. 

After graduating she moved on to work at 

a bank in London and kept fit by playing 

pretty much every sport imaginable. 

It was thanks to her fanatic obsession 

with sports that she landed a job with 

Nike Running – an absolute dream job 

which lasted eighteen months. She 

moved on to become a brand manager 

for the Nike office in Oregon. Needless 

to say, Emma knew a lot about creating 

a brand before founding Wildfang with 

Jules; however, it was important to 

Brand Managers

photo: Megan Holmes

Names: Emma McIllroy & Julia 

Parsley 

Occupation: Brand Managers at 

Wildfang 

Nationality: Irish & American
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both of them to draw from the real life 

experiences of important female figures 

in their lives.

– My Grandma was the original Wildfang. 

She was thirty seven years old when my 

grandfather died and was left with three 

children and a farm to run; suddenly 

she had become both the mother and 

the father, she was the pillar of the 

family unit. In the 1940’s there were no 

women’s clothes with which you could 

get the job done, so she ended up 

wearing man’s clothes.

The girls’ grandmothers are big 

inspirations to them, so much so they 

used a voice-over by Jules’ grandmother 

Carl for their first official Wildfang teaser 

trailer, featuring Katherine Moenning 

and Megan Rapinoe. There is a deep 

and obvious bond between Jules 

and her grandma, one that can be felt 

through her kind, warm words:

“My Grandma was the orig-
inal Wildfang. She was thir-
ty seven years old when my 
grandfather died and was 
left with three children and 
a farm to run...”

– My Grandma is the light of my life; 

she’s one of my favourite people in 

this world. She has always been true 

to herself. Growing up I was different, 

I didn’t want all the girly stuff, and my 

grandma saw me for who I was. She is 

an inspiring person – she took up ballet 

at the age of forty, plays instruments 

(most of which were self-taught) and 

has an authentic interest in the world of 

literature and languages. She is curious 

about modern ideas, excited by the 

changes of the world. When we stopped 

by her place for the recording, she was 

reading Stephen Colbert and listening 

to French radio – she’s always seeking 

stimulation! “

Julia found her first love in architecture 

which she studied in Boulder, Colorado, 

before moving on to study International 

Business Development in Denver.

“... as a kid I would make 
posters offering my babysit-
ting and dog walking ser-
vices. I always got a sense 
of pride out of working and 
was always following my in-
terest.”

– I have always been curious about 

people living in a 300 ft space vs. a 

3000 ft space. But I’ve always been 

very entrepreneurial; as a kid I would 

make posters offering my babysitting 

and dog walking services. I always got 

a sense of pride out of working and was 

always following my interest. I felt like 

a student of the world; I wasn’t scared 

to be different, to try something else. I 

freed myself from caring about what 

others may think.

Emma and Julia are together around 

fourteen hours a day, each day and 

every day. It is a common myth that 

friendship and work are not to be mixed 

– but this does not apply for these 

Wildfangs. They may be polar opposites, 

but in the end what it comes down to is 

trust and love. They may fight, but they 

recover just as quickly, because they 

are in it for the long haul. The unique 

base of their friendship made for the 

perfect foundation from which to build 

their business.

– We spent most of 2010/2011 focusing 

on what our girl wants and where to find 

the products. In 2012 we both quit our 

jobs at Nike and completely dedicated 

photo: Liam Gillies

photo: Lindsay Beaumont
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ourselves to our vision; in 2013 we 

launched Wildfang. Wildfang goes 

beyond fashion, it’s about being who 

you want to be. 

“In 2012 we both quit our 
jobs at Nike and completely 
dedicated ourselves to our 
vision...” 

For us a Tomboy is a style, an attitude, a 

mindset – it’s about breaking the rules, 

having fun, being cheeky and boisterous. 

When Julia’s grandma was pregnant in 

the 1950s, she went to a department 

store for maternity clothes and realised 

how restricted women’s clothing really 

was; it was all uncomfortable princess 

cuts whereas the men’s shirts were 

big and baggy and iron free; she soon 

adopted her husbands wardrobe and 

loved it. Wildfang is all about feeling 

comfortable in your own skin – it’s not 

about gender or feminism, it’s about 

expressing yourself.

Wildfang currently works with 75 brands 

including Native Youth, Bridge & Burn, 

Cheap Monday, Modern Vice, Red 

Wing and Evil Twin.  Around 50% of 

the clothes are unisex; the men’s wear 

is tried and tested to assure a good fit 

on a woman’s body. In 2013, Wildfang 

launched their original designs with 

The Wild Life Collection. The different 

hoodies and tank tops are all inspired 

by different types of Tomboys: there’s 

the sport inspired athletic fit shirt, the 

crew neck sweater for urban Wildfangs 

and tanks for the rocker type chick like 

Joan Jett. Their stylist Taralyn Thuot, 

who also fled the Nike nest to join the 

Wildfangs, plays a crucial role in their 

original designs.

– We have a talented team who really 

believe in our mission supporting us. It 

really is a special environment. There 

will definitely be more original designs, 

exciting brands and partnerships in the 

near future. So far we have worked 

with Tegan and Sara, Sara Bareilles and 

Casey Legler. Tara is used to working 

with celebrities from her days at Nike; 

they would pay them a lot of money to 

model their wear. The people who have 

collaborated with us really want to be 

here.

Yes, it’s true; Emma and Julia are as 

different as day and night – Emma is 

impulsive, fast and always sees the 

big picture whereas Julia is more slow, 

detailed, perfectionist and emotional; 

but it is exactly this balance that seems 

to make their friendship as well as their 

business work. The Wildfangs gave us 

plenty of pointers when it comes to 

starting your own business, but what it 

keeps on coming back to is one thing: 

BELIEVE. You need to believe in what 

you’re doing in order for others to 

believe it too.

1 Pick something you are so 
passionate about it is conta-
gious. A lot of people have 
ideas, but it’s turning them into 
a reality that can cause a lot of 
heartbreak. Desire is critical, 
otherwise you will keep running 
into walls 
 
2 A great team is a key compo-
nent of any good business! 

3 Do your best and find a rea-
son to be upbeat because, 
especially in the beginning, shit 
will happen; it’s normal for any 
start up 

4 Respond to your consumer’s 
needs, as they are constantly 
changing: starting your own 
business is like birthing a very 
big baby. 
 
5 Become the best story teller! 
Your brand needs to tell a com-
pelling story to motivate and 
inspire people and create a 
certain type of emotion. 

The How-To

photo: Lindsey Byrnes
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The Costa del Sol with its sunny climate, 

sandy beaches and its tranquila way of 

life has attracted people from all over 

the world for many years. More and 

more people from Germany, Holland, 

Scandinavia and the UK have settled 

on the Costa and now proudly call it 

their home. Supermarkets have started 

adapting to foreign demands in food 

and most restaurants now serve the 

traditional desayuno inglés (English 

breakfast). But what about English 

speaking radio stations? There are a 

lot of English speaking radio stations 

on the Coast, but only one that offers 

an eclectic mix of selected music and 

interesting interviews with guests from 

all over the world: Talk Radio Europe 

(TRE).

Giles Brown is one of many talented 

presenters at Talk Radio Europe. He 

helps listeners prepare for the dreaded 

Monday with The Weekend Wind Down 

on Sunday evening, prompts manly 

discussions on Friday afternoons with 

It’s GB not GQI, and on Saturday evening 

he likes to rock out and get funky with 

his Eleven show. 

“I have to admit it’s another 
great job – it mainly consists 
of going to parties, eating in 
restaurants and interview-
ing celebrities.”

– Because of my position as editor of 

Hot Marbella Magazine, I was regularly 

invited to talk about celebrities as a 

guest on Hannah Murray’s show. I love 

the directness and intimacy of radio. 

I’ve been the Editor for Hot Marbella 

magazine for five years now, reporting 

about the people and the parties in 

Marbella. I have to admit it’s another 

great job – it mainly consists of going 

to parties, eating in restaurants and 

interviewing celebrities. These have 

included Sister Bliss, Eva Longoria, Paul 

Young, the Spanish dancer Joaquín 

Cortes and Sergio from Kasabian. Eva 

Longoria was the most fun – she was 

professional and also a great laugh.

Giles has been living on the coast for 

around thirty years now and feels truly 

at home.

– My parents moved here in 1985, 

dragging me along as a sulky teenager 

from Stoke on Trent. The transition from 

Stoke to Marbella was seamless! I went 

back to London to work for The Mirror 

after college and ended up staying 

for eight years. I moved back out here 

Radio Presenter

photo: Giles Brown

Name: Giles Brown 

Occupation: Radio Presenter 

Nationality: British
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21

in 1999. I have a beautiful cottage by 

a lake in the hills above Marbella, so I 

can’t really see myself leaving.

“I went back to London to 
work for The Mirror after 
college and ended up staying 
for eight years.”

As a Journalist, Giles has contributed 

to the Daily Star, The Times, Daily Mail, 

BBC and Radio 5 Live.

– I am a completely self-taught 

Journalist, but I would advise students 

to take NCTJ (National Council for the 

Training of Journalists) courses. I have 

been asked to talk about radio and 

media for some of the International 

Colleges around Marbella on a couple 

of occasions.It’s always great fun 

answering the students, and last year I 

was voted Coolest Lecturer!

Giles remembers his transition from 

journalist writing to radio presenting 

very well and admits:

– It was terrifying! The head of the station 

had been coaching me, and I thought he 

would be babysitting me during my first 

show. Thirty minutes before I was due to 

go on air he called and said: “Good luck, 

you’re on your own.” But I managed not 

to “dry” (run out of things to say), and all 

the adverts kicked in at the right time, 

so it was OK!

Giles is a fan of a wide range of music, 

with a great love for Motown, Rock, Soul 

and Acid Jazz. His funniest memory in 

terms of presenting, however, involved 

the Foo Fighters.

– One night, I thought I was alone and 

was air drumming along to the Foo 

Fighters. Two presenters crawled in 

photo: Marbella Plus

1 Be aware of what's happening 
in the world. 
 
2 Listen to all types of radio and 
make notes of the kind of style 
of presenter you like. 
 
 

3 Have an idea about what 
would be on your show.  

4 If you are at college, get 
involved with any media - maga-
zine, website, etc. 
 

when I wasn’t looking and then leapt up from 

behind the sofa in the studio. I screamed and 

jumped about 20 feet into the air. Straight up!

“One night, I thought I was alone 
and was air drumming along to 
the Foo Fighters. Two presenters 
crawled in when I wasn’t looking 
and then leapt up from behind the 
sofa in the studio.”

In the future Giles would like to host a show 

concentrating on life in Spain and the various 

issues expats are faced with.

– I’d like to do more about Spanish issues, as 

many expats in Spain are unaware of what a 

fantastic country this is.

Giles is extremely enthusiastic about his work 

and his lifestyle and is more than happy to share 

his motivation with others. If you feel you could 

deliver smashing playlists and enticing interviews 

for the radio, check out Giles’ suggestions as 

to how to go about becoming a kick-ass radio 

presenter!

Giles is a fan of a wide range of music, with a 

great love for Motown, Rock, Soul and Acid Jazz. 

His funniest memory in terms of presenting, 

however, involved the Foo Fighters.

– One night, I thought I was alone and was 

air drumming along to the Foo Fighters. Two 

presenters crawled in when I wasn’t looking and 

then leapt up from behind the sofa in the studio. 

I screamed and jumped about 20 feet into the 

air. Straight up!

In the future Giles would like to host a show 

concentrating on life in Spain and the various 

issues expats are faced with.

– I’d like to do more about Spanish issues, as 

many expats in Spain are unaware of what a 

fantastic country this is.

Giles is extremely enthusiastic about his work 

and his lifestyle and is more than happy to share 

his motivation with others. If you feel you could 

deliver smashing playlists and enticing interviews 

for the radio, check out Giles’ suggestions as 

to how to go about becoming a kick-ass radio 

presenter!

The How-To
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At some point in our lives, we all shared 

the same fascination for the colourful cir-

cuses rolling up in town and inviting us 

for an evening of magical performances, 

sparkly costumes and cheeky clowns. 

While we’re at it, we may as well ad-

mit that we’ve all had our bags packed 

ready to join the circus at one point or 

another, but few of us did. Emily Ball (27) 

from Brighton did though. Of course she 

would, only she’s only the most unusu-

al suspect: the shy girl who was never 

really into being in the spotlight, always 

happy to let someone else take the cen-

tral stage – until she discovered she had 

her own skills worth presenting.

When Emily was ten years old, she won 

three tickets to go and see three differ-

ent circuses from competitions in the lo-

cal newspaper. Clearly the circus world 

was calling her. Aged twelve a family 

friend gave her and taught her how to 

use poi. A year later another family friend 

gave her some juggling balls and Emily 

taught herself how to juggle. Surely, you 

can’t stick a kid like this in an office and 

expect her to live up to her full poten-

tial? Her parents obviously recognised 

this passion and joy for performance in 

her and supported her every step of the 

way to circus school. Knowing this was 

the route she ultimately wanted to take, 

Emily knew she needed to find a way to 

come out of her shell and work on her 

performance skills so she followed a 

GCSE Drama course. 

“Some people are natural 
performers, I was just hap-
py being on stage. It was a 
bit sad really, there were two 
groups in our course: the one 
with all the great people and 
the one with the people that 
weren’t that confident and 
embarrassed.”

– Some people are natural performers, 

I was just happy being on stage. It was 

a bit sad really, there were two groups 

in our course: the one with all the great 

people and the one with the people 

that weren’t that confident and embar-

rassed. I was in the latter (laughs).

Before attending circus school, Emily 

joined the Brighton based Same Sky 

community arts charity as a volunteer 

and performer. Their performances 

range from water-based theatre to 

sculpture trails and light shows. Emily 

continues to help out at their various 

events and has appeared on Blue Peter 

with them. She has also attended vari-

ous workshops to further her skills in 

Clowning, Acrobalance, Pyrotechnics 

and Dance.

Between 2005 and 2007 Emily went on 

to pursue her dream: She completed a 

one year diploma course followed by a 

Circus Performer

photo: Sandy McClure

Name: Emily Ball 

Occupation: Circus Performer 

Nationality: British
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one year teacher training course at Cir-

comedia in Bristol. During her diploma 

year she specialised in Equilibristics and 

Manipulation and Physical Theatre. After 

honing her skills, Emily went on to work 

for various companies such as Trick-

swop and Circus Box as a teacher and 

performer for events like the Winchester 

Hat Fair.  She now works for companies 

and agencies such as Juggling Inferno, 

Flaming Fun, Circii, Circusology and 

Ecocentrics. She also performs under 

her own name Tilly Twist and formed 

two partnerships with which she occa-

sionally works under the name of Rings 

n Tings and The Pantaloonies.

You may think that a day in the life of 

a circus performer is all fun and games: 

a little jumping around in funny cos-

tumes, playing with fire and spinning 

some hoops. Think again! While Emily 

was training at Circomedia (School for 

Contemporary Circus and Physical The-

atre training in Bristol) her days started 

at 8.30 with a warm up, followed by in-

tense training of the chosen discipline: 

juggling, acrobatics, theatre or perfor-

mance. Alongside this, students fol-

lowed theoretical classes such as health 

and safety and the business aspect of 

being a performer, i.e how to promote 

yourself as a freelancer.

“My working days are never 
the same; one day I’ll be hu-
la-hooping in the town cen-
tre, the next I’m off on tour 
in Nicaragua with Perform-
ers Without Borders.”

 – Most of the gigs I do are corporate 

parties and functions, community work, 

fundraisers and weddings. Working at 

events as such is like putting on a mask 

for me: I wear other people’s costumes 

and/or go through the routines they 

want to use. These types of gigs aren’t 

as close to my heart as creating my own 

work but I enjoy them all the same and 

am excited to be there. My working days 

are never the same; one day I’ll be hu-

la-hooping in the town centre, the next 

I’m off on tour in Nicaragua with Per-

formers Without Borders. 

Performers Without Borders 

(PWB), was founded by Matt 

Morris and Jonny Forbes in 

2006. PWB is dedicated to of-

fering vulnerable children in 

poverty stricken countries the 

opportunity to explore their 

potential through circus perfor-

mance. The volunteer groups 

are made up of performers 

specialising in various forms of 

circus performance; they visit a 

number of existing children or-

ganisations who provide water, 

food, schooling and shelter in 

India, Central Asia and Nicara-

gua, and are ready to perform 

for and teach children to put 

together their own show. 

Through learning circus and 

performance skills, children 

can get a sense of team work 

and develop confidence and a 

feeling of empowerment. 

PWB spends one month with 

each organisation and forms 

long-term relationships with 

the children. The programme 

continues after the PWB team 

leaves; the PWB team provides 

equipment for them and some-

times older children or teach-

ers take the lead in continuing 

to teach the skills. Volunteers 

revisit each year, to keep and 

build on the connection. Since 

their first project in 2007, they 

have now completed eight 

tours with another three on the 

cards for early 2014. 

Emily has coordinated two of 

the four tours she was involved 

with in India and Nicaragua.

photo: Performers Without Borders

photo: Performers Without Borders
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“On my first tour in India, 
the children put together a 
show at the end of the pro-
gramme and were basical-
ly taking the mickey out of 
us...”

– The children love it! In Central Amer-

ica children are more used to circuses; 

for the slum children in India on the oth-

er hand, it was mind blowing. It’s amaz-

ing how quickly they learn. On my first 

tour in India, the children put together a 

show at the end of the programme and 

were basically taking the mickey out of 

us; they had created their own spin off 

version of the show three of the PWB 

lads had performed for them when we 

first arrived. It was brilliant! Another kid 

from Nicaragua is performing a very 

similar act to one we performed this 

year, on a unicycle! It’s great to go back 

as well and see how the children have 

evolved since our last visit. In the future, 

if we get enough funds, we would like 

to send teachers back more than once 

a year. We do all types of things to raise 

money for equipments and project run-

ning costs; I’ve organised cabarets and  

also did a sponsored hoopathon hoop-

ing for 12 hours straight; others rely on 

private donors for triathlons and the 

likes. As a charity we rely entirely on 

private donors and fundraising events. 

Matt, one of the founders, has complet-

ed two triathlons for raising money for 

PWB

Emily has experimented with various 

types of circus performance acts, be it 

on her own or collaborating with other 

people. She enjoys all aspects of per-

forming but admits she goes through 

phases: sometimes she’ll go through a 

few months of focusing her efforts on 

hula-hooping, other periods bring her 

back to poi or juggling –it all depends 

on the work she gets or who she’s per-

forming with at the time. With her charm-

ingly enthusiastic presence, hard work 

and determination she has bedazzled 

the audiences of the Fringe Festival, 

The Zircus Festival and the BBC show, 

Tonight’s the Night with John Barrow-

man. 

– I’ve had so many amazing experi-

ences as a performer. On my first tour 

with PWB in India, we did a fire perfor-

mance in front of thousands of people 

at the end of Diwali. That was fairly out 

there! When I was in India last year, we 

put together a show for the community 

outside of the local mosque. The peo-

ple who helped organise this provided 

enough seating arrangements, and 

even women and elderly people came 

to watch the show, which is quite un-

common there. In Nicaragua in some 

places the kids treated us like rock stars 

– it was surreal!

So what are Emily’s suggestions for any-

one who would like to become a circus 

performer? START NOW! 

1 Start with taking classes for 
drama, dance or gymnastics. 
This will help you gain confi-
dence and both are good train-
ing grounds for becoming a 
performer.
 
2 Get involved and attend work-
shops. The more people you 
meet in this field, the more you 
will learn! 

3 Start performing wherever 
you can: Dress up as a clown for 
your brother’s birthday 
party or put together an act for a 
local event. 

4 You don’t need to be of a spe-
cific age: You can start perform-
ing at any age as long as you 
have the drive! 
 
5 Eat healthily and keep fit 
through exercise and training. 

6 There are youth circus pro-
grammes, after school clubs or 
weekly workshops all over the 
place. Look into those!!

The How-To

photo: Performers Without Borders
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Tattoos have been around for centuries 

and continue to enjoy increasing popu-

larity today. Someone once described a 

tattoo as a piece of personal artwork you 

take to your grave – a piece of art that 

belongs to you and only you.  Wheth-

er you were inked as a means to mark 

some rite of passage, to pay tribute to 

a loved one or simply for the love of art, 

the choice, the experience and the keep 

sake is yours; a choice you will be pleas-

antly reminded of every time you look 

into the mirror. Unless of course your tat-

too is the result of a wild night and what 

seemed like a genius idea at the time. 

Still, what may seem natural to us is con-

sidered freakish by others. Despite the 

fact that we are living in the 20th centu-

ry, people tend to associate tattoos with, 

well, “dodgy folk” – be it criminals, the 

lower class or gangs.  

Dan Gold has been tattooing for twen-

ty-six years and has played a huge role 

in changing people’s attitudes towards 

the tattoo industry. He was only twen-

ty-one when he opened his first tattoo 

studio in Kingston on Thames and is the 

first to point out that the common leg-

ends surrounding the life of a tattoo art-

ist do not necessarily correlate with the 

reality.

“I think most people think 
tattooing is a rock 'n' roll job 
with a rock 'n' roll lifestyle 
but the reality is that it is a 
very demanding career.”

– I think most people think tattooing is a 

rock 'n' roll job with a rock 'n' roll lifestyle 

but the reality is that it is a very demand-

ing career. I work 6 days a week, up to 

14 hours a day and on the days I am not 

working I'm drawing designs for clients. 

Having said that, you do get invited to 

some very cool parties and meet lots of 

famous people.

Dan Gold is a revolutionary in his field, 

namely the freehand new wave graffiti 

style. Drawing his inspiration from his 

love for graffiti, Dan has found a way 

of merging two artistic mediums in a 

unique way.

– I've never had an art class in my life; 

the way I learnt to do my art was by 

painting graffiti from the age of 12 in 

Denmark, so I learnt how to use colours 

Tattoo Artist

photo: Abigail Zoe Martin

Name: Dan Gold 

Occupation: Tattoo Artist 

Nationality: British

photo: Abigail Zoe Martin
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by trial and error. My favourite things to 

draw as a child were robots and sci-fi – 

my teacher at school told me categor-

ically that I would never make a living 

out of robots. Graffiti has always been 

the very reason I started to tattoo; no 

one at the time was producing graffiti 

tattoos and that’s what I wanted on my 

own body. I think the challenge of graffiti 

is to keep the rawness of what you see 

on the streets and trains and try not to 

refine it too much on the skin.

“Graffiti has always been the 
very reason I started to tat-
too; no one at the time was 
producing graffiti tattoos 
and that’s what I wanted on 
my own body.”

Dan has been fascinated by tattoos and 

body art for as long as he can remem-

ber. As soon as he was old enough, he 

adopted a Do-It-Yourself attitude.

– When I was little my mum and I walked 

past a tattoo studio. I said to my mum 

'Don't be scared but when I grow up I 

want to look like that' and I pointed to 

a picture of some Yakuza (Japanese 

gangsters). My parents thought it was 

great but they thought I should get a 

'proper' job too. I made my first tattoo 

after making my own tattoo machine, 

since when I started, 26 years ago, you 

couldn't buy one. It was a real challenge 

since there was no internet to find out 

how to make one. The first tattoo I did 

on myself; I realised very quickly it was 

painful and therefore better to do on 

other people. I obviously wouldn't rec-

ommend anyone doing that now, as it is 

very dangerous and can cause potential 

health hazards.

With the internet offering easy access 

to How-To videos and tattoo machines, 

a lot of amateurs now have the materi-

als readily available to get started. Dan 

advises against this and feels it is very 

important to find an apprenticeship in 

order to really learn about the trade.

“Back when I started it 
wasn't as easy as that. When 
I was 17 I got a job in a tat-
too shop because the guy 
who owned it was always 
drunk.”

– The only real way to start tattooing is 

to get a proper apprenticeship in a tat-

too studio, which will ensure you get the 

proper training so you can tattoo safely. 

Back when I started it wasn't as easy as 

that. When I was 17 I got a job in a tat-

too shop because the guy who owned it 

was always drunk.

Dan’s studio The Gold Tattoo Club is 

situated within the Monsters of Art Gal-

lery in London. The Gallery’s aim is to 

promote established as well as up and 

coming urban and street artists, and 

offers a selection of high quality prints 

and paintings by artists such as Banksy, 

Rowan Newton, Pablo Delgado, Mr. 

Wim, Alex Senna and Dan Gold himself. 

The work he is exhibiting at the gallery 

range from graffiti style skulls to simple 

prints with urban touches, such as his photo: Rachel Trimbee

photo: Rachel Trimbee
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piece No Evil. Dan is enthusiastic about 

all his artwork, but when it comes to tat-

tooing, it is the personal relationships he 

deeply values.

– Obviously tattooing is a very intimate 

and personal experience. You form very 

close bonds with people. Some of my 

clients have been coming to me to get 

tattooed for over 17 years and wouldn't 

go anywhere else.

Following the success of the reality 

show Miami Ink which first aired in July 

2005, London Ink focused on the tattoo 

artists Louis Molloy, Nikole Lowe, Phil 

Kyle and Dan at the London Tattoo stu-

dio in Islington. This is where Dan was 

dubbed “the bad boy of tattooing”. In 

the show, Dan was portrayed as a real 

party animal, but things have changed.

– I'm getting old now, so I always have 

BBC radio 2 on in the studio.  You can't 

beat a bit of Terry Wogan!

1 It’s very important in my opin-
ion that people don't go out, 
buy a tattoo machine and start 
practising on their mates, as 
this is not only dangerous but 
the wrong way and long way to 
learn the art of tattooing. 

2 You need to find an appren-
ticeship and a mentor who will 

teach you the craft from the 
ground up, someone who has 
your best interests at heart, like I 
do with my apprentices.

3 Do as much drawing as hu-
manly possible! Even after 24 
years I'm still drawing/painting 
whenever possible.
KEEP AT IT!

The How-To
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For Heather Adams, becoming a dancer 

was not as much a choice as it was in 

her nature; bubbly, confident and full of 

energy, dance is the perfect way for her 

to express herself. She felt inspired by 

her mother and sister’s love for dance 

and started attending classes when she 

was only four years old. By the time 

she was eight, she knew in her heart 

of hearts that she would become a pro-

fessional one day. Looking at Heather 

and her accomplishments today, she 

seems to be the living proof of someone 

who has made her dreams come true 

through hard work, determination and, 

above all, belief.

– I didn’t exactly decide to become a 

dancer. My mother was a dancer until 

she was eighteen and my sister danced 

too. I remember Mom taking me to 

classes when I was about four years 

old. I wasn’t too sure about the classes 

to begin with; they seemed chaotic to 

me. My first class was a combo of bal-

let, tumbling, baton and tap. I felt like 

we couldn’t focus on one thing. Imagine 

that: Four years old and already I was 

upset about us not spending enough 

time on each style! By the time I was 

eight, I was serious about becoming a 

dancer for life.

Knowing what her direction in life would 

be, Heather took the appropriate steps 

to becoming a professional dancer, 

which basically meant never stopping!

“I think we were all com-
peting with ourselves. In a 
way, I think that is the best 
person to compete with. You 
will always want to better 
yourself and it allows you to 
stay supportive.”

– I never really stopped dancing. All 

year round, during school, during the 

summer. I knew I WANTED to be a pro-

fessional, but in dance, there are never 

any guarantees. I attended the Phoenix 

School of Ballet, which was really great. 

Many dancers in my class were amaz-

ing. I knew I had to take more classes 

to become a better dancer. I didn’t com-

pete with them per se. I think we were 

all competing with ourselves. In a way, I 

think that is the best person to compete 

with. You will always want to better your-

self and it allows you to stay supportive. 

I also started going to intensives in As-

pen, California, New York and Philadel-

phia from Junior High onwards. There 

are too many to list, but I would say the 

Choreographer

photo: Heather Adams

Name: Heather Adams 

Occupation: Choreographer/

Dancer 

Nationality: American
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Hubbard Street in Chicago and Alvin Ai-

ley in NYC were the most influential in 

my training.

“...you have to wear confi-
dence like a costume. You 
put it on and it may feel for-
eign at first; but if you wear 
it long enough, you feel com-
fortable and perform to your 
highest abilities.”

She spent a few years in New York 

before finally finding her home in the 

Rocky Mountains of Montana. She loved 

her new environment in Missoula, but 

didn’t feel she could really grow in her 

profession. At this point, Heather made 

a big decision.

– I was starting to feel like I needed to 

move to find more opportunities and 

leave a place that I truly loved; either 

that, or stay and create my own opportu-

nity, which is what I ended up doing. The 

original idea was to have a small space, 

enough for me to teach small classes of 

my own and private lessons. But I start-

ed to realize that many dancers, theatre 

folk, musicians, and writers needed 

space too. There were certainly won-

derful spaces in town already, but they 

were too hard too book, too expensive 

or simply not conducive for one reason 

or another. So I wanted to build a Col-

lective with two spaces to house per-

formances, parties and gallery events. 

I started setting it up by funding it my-

self. I put all my own money on the line, 

asked for friends help in building it and 

crossed my fingers. I talked to everyone 

who wanted to listen about the idea and 

really drove it forward with sheer tenac-

ity. I had to be, and still am, the most 

excited person in the room about the 

Downtown Dance Collective. I often tell 

students that even if you are not feeling 

confident, you have to wear confidence 

like a costume. You put it on and it may 

feel foreign at first; but if you wear it 

long enough, you feel comfortable and 

perform to your highest abilities. There 

were many times I wasn’t sure how it 

would all go, but I figured if I didn’t be-

lieve in it wholeheartedly, who would?

“I always say dance is the 
external manifestation of 
the internal landscape. Ev-
ery soul has unspoken truths 
inside of them that are often 
too complicated to fully ex-
press with verbal language.”

The DDC opened its doors in May 2008 

and has been thriving ever since. “Any 

Body” and “Any Ability” are invited to 

attend classes and workshops, or to ex-

perience art exhibitions and events of 

various types. The DDC schedules an 

average of 35 classes a week, depend-

ing on artists that are in the area. As 

well as registered classes, people also 

have the opportunity to attend “drop 

in” classes, whenever they like. Class-

es range from beginners to advanced 

and are suitable for children, teens and 

adults. You would think Heather has her 

hands full as the Founding Director of 

the DCC, but that hasn’t stopped her 

from teaching at other locations and 

performing at various events, festivals 

and local non-profits. 

– I love to watch people come out of 

themselves. I always say dance is the 

external manifestation of the internal 

landscape. Every soul has unspoken 

truths inside of them that are often too 

complicated to fully express with verbal 

language. I find the written word so lim-

iting. Dance is limitless in its degree of 

expression. For me, teaching is exper-

imenting. I simply want to present new 

ideas and guide students in such ways 

that allow them to access this internal 

landscape. Sometimes my lessons are 

very technical, depending on the danc-

er and the goal, and sometimes we are 

there for fun; either way we are taking 

a journey together and that is priceless 

to me.

Heather has choreographed some big 

shows for the Arizona Broadway The-

atre, the Bigfork Summer Theatre and 

the University of Montana. In the past 

she has choreographed for shows like 

Fiddler on the Roof, Evita, Chicago, West 

Side Story and Hair. Last year, she was in 

charge of the choreography for the Mis-

soula Community Theatre’s rendition of 

Footloose. 

photo: Heather Adams
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“The general public has such 
grand notions we must live up 
to. I find the balance between 
giving the audience what they 
expect and giving them some-
thing original very exciting.”

– It’s a huge undertaking I so totally love. I 

love incorporating singing with dance and 

acting. It is a huge responsibility. I know 

that the performers really want these 

shows to be great, because the expec-

tations are incredibly high, especially for 

these iconic shows. The general public 

has such grand notions we must live up 

to. I find the balance between giving the 

audience what they expect and giving 

them something original very exciting.

We asked Heather which show she would 

like to choreograph and for which she 

would like to be the lead dancer, given 

the opportunity.

– Wow, tough one…In terms of choreog-

raphy, probably The Wild Party or Sweeny 

Todd. As a dancer, maybe West Side Story 

or In the Heights.”

“I draw inspiration from 
movies, sports, people walk-
ing down the street, animals, 
music, art, life, emotions, wa-
ter, friends and foes, dreams, 
fabric, food, wine and laugh-
ter.”

When Heather is not out dancing or teach-

ing, she enjoys the beautiful landscape of 

Montana. She has recently taken up cross 

country skiing and spent some time in 

Polebridge, very close to Glacier National 

Park. To her this is quite possibly one of 

the most beautiful places on earth.  She 

feels very inspired by her home (town) 

and everything around her.

– I draw inspiration from movies, sports, 

people walking down the street, animals, 

music, art, life, emotions, water, friends 

1 Take as many types of class-
es as you can and don’t forget 
about social dance and cultural 
dances, but be sure to focus 
on ballet. Like it or not, there is 
nothing a ballet dancer cannot 
do. It is by far the best way to 
train a dancer’s body.

2 Dance because you love 
it. Dance is too hard to do for 
someone else. Be sure to dance 
for joy sometimes, not just for 
training. It will keep your passion 
alive and who knows what great 
choreographic ideas you might 
come up with while you’re hav-
ing fun!

3 Audition for everything you 

can as much as you can. Audi-
tioning in and of itself is a whole 
other skill set that needs to be 

developed. You will begin to 
learn about the industry and 
people will get to know you. Au-
ditioning will teach you to man-
age your nerves when it really 
counts.

4 Teach and choreograph. This 
is likely to be how you make 
money in between gigs and 
dance jobs. 

5 Sing and act!! Again, expand-
ing your repertory increases the 
likelihood of you working and 
you can incorporate more inter-
esting concepts in your choreog-
raphy!

The How-To

and foes, dreams, fabric, food, wine and laughter.

The world of dance is demanding and competi-

tive, and a professional career is everything but 

easy to come by. This fact alone can be very 

off-putting when it comes down to the decision 

of whether or not to pursue a career in dance. 

Having spoken to Heather however, we feel we 

have gotten the best advice in terms of how to 

really make it.

photo: Heather Adams
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When browsing through the work of 

British artist Jamie McCartney we soon 

come to realise that, while there is no 

apparent consistency in materials and 

style, there is a strong underlying so-

cio-political theme in most of his pieces. 

The depth and challenging philosophy 

behind his work incorporates humour 

and wit, a trait which makes his themes 

approachable from various angles. Born 

and raised in Britain, Jamie has always 

been surrounded by the world of art and 

paint splatters and followed in the foot-

steps of his mother.

“My mother took us to gal-
leries and exhibitions; she 
was very good that way. Of 
course as a kid I was like, 
‘What the hell am I doing 
here?’...”

– My mother is a painter so art was al-

ways around me. It wasn’t a great leap 

of imagination for me to become an art-

ist. My mother took us to galleries and 

exhibitions; she was very good that way. 

Of course as a kid I was like, ‘What the 

hell am I doing here?’, but as a kid there 

will always be something to find inter-

esting, even if it’s not the actual painting 

but the frame. Culture rubs off on you 

and I had a good base to start.

At the age of sixteen, Jamie moved to 

New York with his mother and her new 

partner, a move which would ultimate-

ly influence and encourage his artistic 

path. 

– New York felt...taller! Back then it was 

great being British because the Ameri-

cans actually liked us. Just being from 

the UK you were treated like some kind 

of hero; not that we have anything he-

roic to speak of. The museums around 

New York aren’t too bad either and I got 

to see a lot of things I wouldn’t have oth-

erwise. There was a lot more happening 

in the art scene, compared to Britain 

there weren’t any traditional restrictions. 

Anyone could make something happen 

in New York, people just got on with it, 

setting up warehouse exhibitions and 

the like while everyone in Britain was 

very traditional.

Jamie graduated from Hartford Art 

School, USA in 1991 with the highest 

honours in experimental studio art, 

which he admits shaped his empirical 

mentality towards his work. He returned 

to the UK somewhat disillusioned, when 

he realised that without a studio and a 

constant flow of material and art school 

funding, life as an artist was looking 

pretty damn difficult.

– The art movement in the UK hap-

pened while I was in the US and I felt 

like I missed out – the YBA kicked off 

without me! All the members – Damien 

Hirst, Gary Hume – they were all the 

same age as me and were getting on 

Artist
Name: Jamie McCartney 

Occupation: Professional Artist 

Nationality: British

photo: Juliet Greig
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with it. The UK has always been ten 

years behind the US but London is stir-

ring a real hub now and is considered 

one of they key players in contemporary 

art. But if you want to make it in a place 

like London, you need to do something 

noticeable, like throw your paintings out 

of a window!

When Jamie returned to the UK he met 

someone who was making and import-

ing antiques from India. They started 

working together, and soon Jamie went 

off to India to teach people how to build 

and paint the pieces better. The ele-

ments used were all of the kind Jamie 

felt comfortable working with, mainly 

wood and iron. During his time there he 

continued his personal work, particular-

ly concentrating on sculpturing. Back in 

the UK he took a model-making class 

and soon found himself working in the 

world of TV and film, creating special 

effects for big-time Hollywood movies 

such as Casino Royale. 

– The film business paid really well and 

I learned a lot from it. I learnt a lot more 

about material and resources than I did 

at my years in art school. Anything they 

think of – you have to make it, and this 

was very instrumental in my learning 

curve. I continued working on my sculp-

tures and at some point was able to fi-

nance setting up an iron forge, where I 

basically shaped metal into weird forms, 

but in the end the film business seduced 

me again.

In 2006, Jamie was commissioned by 

“Amora – The Academy of Sex and Re-

lationships” in London to make a wall of 

casts made up of breast and genitals, 

which he entitled The Spice of Life. The 

idea behind this project was to demon-

strate the variety of shapes and sizes. 

For this project eighteen men (including 

Jamie himself) and women were casted. 

The Academy insisted on casting the 

men both with an erection and without; 

in order to find a balance, Jamie casted 

the women with their legs together and 

apart. 

“I casted my own penis 
and for the first time had a 
chance to really compare…to 
seventeen other men! And it 
was like: Oh my god, I’m per-
fectly fine, what have I been 
worried about?”

– I casted my own penis and for the first 

time had a chance to really compare…

to seventeen other men! And it was like: 

Oh my god, I’m perfectly fine, what have 

I been worried about? Not everyone 

has a pornographers’ dick! I soon dis-

covered that women shared the same 

anxieties, which was the inception of 

The Great Wall of Vagina. It got a lot of 

attention.

The first sentence of The Great Wall of 

Vagina’s website introduction states: Fe-

male genitalia have long been a source 

of fascination, recently of celebration 

but generally of confusion. Through his 

experience casting people’s privates 

for The Spice of Life sculpture, Jamie 

understood the importance of chang-

ing female body image through art by 

awakening curiosity and stimulating a 

sense of unique beauty. Over a period 

of five years, Jamie casted 400 women 

between the ages of 18 - 76, spreading 

the message: It’s not vulgar, it’s vulva! 

The piece consists of four hundred vul-

va plaster casts which are arranged into 

ten large panels on a nine metre long 

polyptych.

– The hardest part was finding models, 

a lot of women must have thought, ‘Yeah 

right, you just want to see my vagina!”. 

But as soon as people became aware of 

the idea behind this project through the 

telly and press, the reaction was great. 

When Cosmopolitan called me today 

for an interview, they actually said vagi-

na’s were boring now because they’re 

everywhere and it’s my fault. I felt great 

about it: I brought them out of the dark 

and gave them a voice.

The project attracted women from all 

walks of life, with all types of back-

grounds and reasons to be there. For 

some women this was clearly a chal-

lenge, for others it was a bit of a kick.

– There was one girl who needed about 

half an hour before she felt comfortable 

enough to take her pants off; anoth-

er hadn’t had sex in fifteen years after 

the birth of her child left her feeling like 

she looked like a train wreck (when in 

fact, she was perfectly normal); a couple 

who had had their casts taken were so 

aroused on the way home they had to 

pull the car over! It was a deep emotion-

al experience for the women; they found 

their own voice. Some women entered 

this project as a means to get over rape; 

others just got their jollies from being 

part of it.

“I’ve always been sensitive 
and good at reading people 
and know how to adapt to 
each individual; it’s all about 
the energy levels.”
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Obviously, having your vagina cast by 

an artist would be a nerve-wrecking al-

beit life changing experience; but how 

does an artist deal with an overload of 

vagina on his worktop every day?

– Well, when you’re asking someone to 

spread their legs for you, it takes a cer-

tain personality to make them feel com-

fortable. I’ve always been sensitive and 

good at reading people and know how 

to adapt to each individual; it’s all about 

the energy levels. Of course I can’t com-

pletely disconnect my sexuality – I am 

aware there is a naked woman on my ta-

ble, but I have no hang-ups about it and 

it’s not like I’m sitting there with a boner. 

When I’m working with someone at their 

most vulnerable, i.e nude, I automatical-

ly take on the role of a care taker. It’s like 

having a child around, your instinct is to 

take care of it, you’re head takes over. 

But this project has definitely had a psy-

chological effect on me, it’s not normal 

to see so many vaginas; it’s definitely 

had an effect on my relationships.

“I don’t do safe stuff – 
landscapes, portraits, etc. 
My work deals with pol-
itics, I create my own 
work, I don’t create for the 
accessible market.”

Jamie has always pushed the boundar-

ies of art and refuses to settle for pro-

ducing art for the sake of selling. 

– I don’t do safe stuff – landscapes, por-

traits, etc. My work deals with politics, I 

create my own work, I don’t create for 

the accessible market. I’m not going to 

paint a rabbit just because it sells. A lot 

of my work translates into extreme sit-

uations; For Car-bon Miles, I converted 

an old two-stroke powered Trabant to 

pedal-power for the UK Art Car Parade 

in 2007. Try pedalling a metal box down 

the road! For Trenches, I spent hours 

digging and filling in a trench until my 

hands were bleeding to prove the worth 

of my manual labour. I suffer for my art. 

I guess that also explains why I feel 

quite paternal about my work. While 

I’m making it, I’m emotionally invested 

and I actually don’t like giving it away. 

It’s not just decoration; a lot of thought 

goes into my pieces, so I don’t really like 

selling things because they’re mine. Not 

exactly a great financial model, but it 

keeps me happy.

At the moment Jamie is working on so 

many commissions he hasn’t had much 

time to work on new projects, as he has 

dedicated most of his time to the gallery. 

In January however he’ll be moving into 

a studio. There are already three exhibi-

tions planned for the new year, one of 

which will be for the Women’s History 

Month and will include a performance 

by Jamie dressed as a surgeon, chisel-

ling away at the labia on one of the vagina panels 

to manifest the butchering of beauty. For the past 

ten years Jamie has tried to start a project with 

FGM organisations, hoping to raise awareness, 

however due to the cultural and sensitive nature 

of the subject the project has yet to move ahead. 

When it comes to Jamie McCartney and his art-

work, one thing is clear: this guy lives, breathes 

and sleeps art with a passion. His mission is to 

stir conversation and to bring people together 

through socio-political ideals and awaken their 

interest in contemporary issues. Being an artist 

is not just a job, it’s a lifestyle; Jamie shared his 

thoughts with us as to how you can make this life 

style happen.

1 Don’t give up. It’s difficult to 
succeed; it’s a bit like snakes 
and ladders: You have it all 
going for you and then boom!, 
you’re right back where you 
started and have to pick your 
arse off the ground again. You 
need to be able to take a few 
knocks. 

2 You need a singular vision; 
you’re making things no one 
wants until you’ve made it. It’s 
all about self belief and creating 
your own style which, after hav-
ing done hundreds of pieces, will 
eventually happen.

3 It’s good to study art history, 
get familiar with the old and the 
new, and broaden your horizon.

4 Taking part in as many group 
exhibitions as you can is not only 
a great way to get your work out 
there but also to network.

5 Surround yourself with other 
artists, swap ideas. If you don’t 
know any, start a club, that’s 
what I did when I moved to 
Brighton and now Artshole has 
250 members.

6 Don’t copy others or create 
for the purpose of selling, there’s 
no soul to that. People can tell 
when it’s not heartfelt. Don’t be 
expecting riches; if you do you’re 
better off being a salesman.

7 Practise life drawings, it’s a 
great skill. It teaches you how 
to look and helps develop your 
own technique.

The How-To
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There are plenty of road shows and 

massive events celebrating cars – be 

it the sleek sports car or the luxurious 

Rolls Royce. Since 2001, we like to think 

cars are old news and Brendt Barbur 

is the man who really drove that point 

home – on two wheels. Fourteen years 

ago, bicycling in Brendt’s home town of 

New York City was still considered a bit 

of an alien concept; this feeling was em-

phasised when Brendt was hit by a bus.

“It took six months of rehab 
to get back on the mend. 
When it happened, no one 
talked to me, no-one tried to 
help. People were yelling at 
me to get out of the road and 
I was literally crawling out 
on to the sidewalk...”

– Fourteen years ago I was hit by a bus 

while biking. It was a serious accident – 

I mean I’m still walking, I’m not bound 

to a wheelchair and I was released the 

same night – but, well…I got hit by a bus! 

It took six months of rehab to get back 

on the mend. When it happened, no 

one talked to me, no-one tried to help. 

People were yelling at me to get out 

of the road and I was literally crawling 

out on to the sidewalk, all because I’m 

a cyclist. A few years before, I had been 

in a car accident and flew through the 

windshield; I was treated for amnesia. 

The difference of how I was treated by 

the emergency team back then was im-

mense; apparently a cyclist just wasn’t 

worth their time.

Brendt’s mind boggled over this strange 

attitude, trying to make sense out of 

what it was that made people treat cy-

clists so differently.

– For a while it was like I was wearing 

a badge telling my story- “I got hit by a 

bus”. People would ask me what hap-

pened and when I’d explain that the 

accident happened while cycling they’d 

just give me a weird look and tell me I 

was stupid. For some reason being a 

cyclist came with a certain status: poor, 

weird, scumbag. People didn’t like you 

parking your bike outside of their bar. 

It was strange because most cyclists 

I know are very strong, smart, creative 

and adventurous. I know so many artists 

and actors who bike.

Brendt soon decided he needed to turn 

his experiences into something positive 

and in doing so, could change the per-

ception of others – through imagery and 

film.

– I also surf, which is another passion of 

mine that caused for strange reactions: 

Really, you surf? But I understood that 

people could never comprehend what 

surfing is all about unless they’d see 

beautiful moving images of people surf-

ing. I wanted to do the same for cycling, 

so Jonas Mekas made a movie for this 

Festival Director
Name: Brendt Barbur 

Occupation: Festival Director 

Nationality: American

photo: Amelia Shaw
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purpose. I wanted to celebrate cycling 

through film, music and art and in 2001 

we made it happen. The first Bicycle 

Film Festival took place in New York 

City, complete with screenings, music, 

art, dancers, street fairs, etc. The festival 

has taken place in 60 cities world wide. 

Some amazing people have participat-

ed: Albert Maysles, Blonde Redhead, 

Spike Jonze, Tom Sachs, Jorgen Leth 

and the Neistat Brothers; most of them 

approach us because we are doing 

something we believe in.

Since the start of the Bicycle Film Fes-

tival ten years ago, New York’s attitude 

towards cycling is vastly changing and 

is now accepted not only as a environ-

mentally friendly form of transportation, 

but also as a lifestyle. 

– These days when I’m walking along 

the Williamsburg Bridge hundreds of cy-

clists pass by – even when it’s snowing!

Brendt’s day to day life can be de-

scribed as anything BUT typical. He is 

constantly on the move, travelling from 

one festival location to another. Suffice 

to say, it takes a particular kind of per-

son to take on the job of a festival direc-

tor and organisation is an essential part 

of this lifestyle.

“I make sure to drink a lot of 
water to stay hydrated. I’m a 
vegetarian and a very selec-
tive eater, so I usually try to 
look up good restaurants in 
the area prior to arriving.”

– I try to do yoga in the mornings, but for 

the last few weeks there wasn’t much 

time. Last year I had more of a routine 

where yoga was concerned. We usually 

have about four to five parties a week. I 

am usually busy doing something all the 

way until I have to go through security at 

the airport, like going through my day’s 

appointments. Once I land wherever I 

am headed that day I usually go straight 

into an interview, presentation or 

speech about the Bicycle Film Festival. I 

make sure to drink a lot of water to stay 

hydrated. I’m a vegetarian and a very 

selective eater, so I usually try to look 

up good restaurants in the area prior 

to arriving. It can be pretty challenging 

doing between 500 – 1000 interviews 

a year, coordinating volunteer staff etc, 

so it’s important to stay organised. I 

have an old fashioned moleskin note 

book where I write everything down; the 

physical action of writing things down 

helps me to remember things, they re-

ally tend to stick.

“Founding Festival Director 
may be my title but it’s not 
what I am. I am a passionate 
director, a curator, a small 
business owner even”

Brendt’s business card may state him as 

Founding Festival Director but his job 

description goes way beyond this title.

– Founding Festival Director may be my 

title but it’s not what I am. I am a pas-

sionate director, a curator, a small busi-

ness owner even; I have never been 

someone to say “I want to be”. When I 

was thirteen I was interested in becom-

ing an architect, but my hands weren’t 

steady enough for drawing. There was 

no Google back then, so I’d go to the 

library and pick up books and informa-

tion. Later on, a teacher I actually really 

liked discouraged me to pursue archi-

tecture. I decided I didn’t want to com-

mit to a profession, but I knew I wanted 

to contribute to the world somehow. I 

lived and volunteered in a monastery 

for a while and then moved to New York 

looking for something creative to get 

into. I was definitely focused and stuck 

to my agenda every day, but I had no 

real ambition.

As much love and passion as Brendt 

harbours for the Bicycle Film Festival, 

he is very well aware he has created a 

monster; each year he swears he won’t 

do it again for another year. 

photo: Benny Zeng

photo: Brendt Barbur
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– We deal with millions of dollars and 

have been audited three or four times, 

so it really is a business. The best busi-

ness leaders walk away once it has got-

ten to a certain point and it continues to 

run smoothly. In the future I would like to 

have a smaller influence on the festival 

and walk away from my heavy handprint 

to let it flourish. I’m really into everything 

to do with biking be it BMX, road cycling, 

mountain biking; coupled with my overall 

bicycle nerdiness I have a very specific 

knowledge of cycling and it may be hard 

to find someone with that kind of inter-

est. But people bring their own skills and 

abilities.

For the past one and a half years, Brendt 

has been working on a project he feels 

truly excited about. He has always want-

ed to direct his own movie and through 

his mentor Jorgen Leth, he found the 

right kind of motivation. 

“Jorgen Leth is the father of 
the dogma movement and a 
mentor to directors like Lars 
von Trier and myself. ”

– Jorgen Leth is the father of the dogma 

movement and a mentor to directors like 

Lars von Trier and myself. He was hold-

ing a speech at the Bicycle Film Festival, 

after which he asked me to stick around 

as he needed to drop by his house. He 

came back with a bag of his complete 

works and gave them to me and asked 

me when I’d be making my first movie 

and what it would be about. I told him, 

“I’m going to make a film about you!” My 

original intention was to make a ten to 

fifteen minute short film, but it turned 

1 Start out with a solid idea and 
build on it; think about the type 
of art mediums you would like to 
present at your festival and how 
to attract the artists

2 Build a great team of staff and 
volunteers – a good team is es-
sential in running a festival!

3 Get organised! While organis-
ing a festival you’ll be talking to 
so many people and will have so 
many appointments to keep, or-
ganisation is absolutely crucial!

4 If you’re travelling a lot, it’s 
important to eat well and stay  

hydrated – you won’t be able 
to keep your focus or energy 
with an empty stomach and a 
parched throat.

5 Communication – It’s import-
ant to communicate your brand 
or your business to people and 
to manage their perception re-
garding your project.

6 Developing an idea is the 
easy part, maintaining it is the 
hard part – you need to stay on 
your toes and strive for contin-
uous growth in order to nurture 
and feed your monster.

The How-To

into a way bigger production with a crew of thir-

ty-five people. We followed him and various oth-

er characters around while he covered the Paris 

Roubaix. The team included camera man Albert 

Maysles and my friend Stefan Ruiz. There has 

been great honest energy surrounding this proj-

ect. I had several dates set for its completion, but 

it hasn’t happened yet. The festival is very time 

consuming, but changing gear is very important 

to a director.

While Brendt may be taking a step back from the 

Bicycle Film Festival in the future, we can rest 

assured that his creative veins will continue to 

pump through the world of film. Surely a man 

who is capable of pulling off an internationally 

respected festival can push his film just as far! 

photo: Tod Seelie
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Agustina Guerrero is as cheeky as her 

comic Diario de una volatil (Diary of an 

Impulsive girl) is lively and accurate. The 

scenarios depicted in volatil make every 

woman’s head nod in amused agree-

ment and every boyfriend wanting more 

insight into the chaos and mysteries of 

the female mind. Typical, every-day re-

lationship moments are illustrated so 

spot-on and amusingly, it actually helps 

put things into perspective: if you can 

laugh at it with volatil, you can laugh at 

yourself too!

“Agustina finds herself in-
spired by the world she has 
created for herself in the 
heart of pulsing Barcelona.”

Agustina finds herself inspired by the 

world she has created for herself in the 

heart of pulsing Barcelona. Over a cup 

of tea, she enthusiastically reports about 

her massive windows and how much she 

loves to watch the rain’s droplets dance 

down them, as she is perched over her 

desk, drawing and writing. She feels at 

home in this cultural environment where 

there is always something happening 

and where there are always new homes 

to be found for her illustrations. 

Volatil is based entirely on herself and 

the classic conundrums she finds her-

self in. Whilst speaking to her, you can 

actually see the volatil in her. She is 

open, bubbly, extremely charismatic and 

heart-warmingly funny; it comes as no 

surprise that women seem to feel close 

to her and harbour a sense of unity and 

sisterhood through Diario de una volatil. 

She even receives emails and messag-

es from boyfriends, thanking her for her 

observations and comic honesty. She is 

inspired by the classic settings of her 

own relationship and values her part-

ner’s opinion – she assures us, he does 

not get sulky over her sketches.

With more than 348, 939 followers on 

Facebook, it’s hard to believe Diario de 

una volatil, was never really intended 

to see the light of the online world. In 

fact, Agustina was working on a far more 

complex children’s illustration when she 

came home one day to find her place 

had been robbed. Her laptop, her notes, 

and her work – everything had gone. A 

shadow creeps over Augstina’s other-

wise sunny face and for a moment her 

disappointment really shines through. 

“They stole a lot of hours of work from 

me,” she says. It was then that she de-

cided to upload a few of her “quick” vol-

Illustrator
Name: Agustina Guerrero 

Occupation: Cartoon Illustrator 

Nationality: Argentinean

photo: Fernando Pire
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atil drawings on her personal Facebook 

page.

“It was a challenge moving 
from the typical thoughts 
and anxieties of a twen-
ty something year old girl, 
to those of the adolescent 
Nina.”

Her friends and family loved these 

quirky illustrations and continued to 

share them with others. The recep-

tion was so great and overwhelming; 

Agustina’s partner suggested it was 

time to open the official Diario de una 

Volatil page on Facebook. Within no 

time, Augstina was contacted by Pen-

guin Random House, to discuss turning 

volatil into a book. The publishers loved 

her style but were hoping for something 

aimed at a younger audience and so the 

character Nina was born.

It was a challenge moving from the typ-

ical thoughts and anxieties of a twenty 

something year old girl, to those of the 

adolescent Nina. To find inspiration, 

she thought back to her own youth and 

observed the adolescents around her, 

wanting to get in touch with the insecu-

rities and stubbornness of a teenager. 

With a mixture of sketches and the do’s 

and don’ts of a teenage girl, Nina – Dia-

rio de una adolescente, brings to life the 

hard-headedness, the insistent blushing 

and awkwardness of our youths.

Things Nina likes, include: The smell 

of books, tears of laughter, eating the 

end of a recently bought baguette, the 

crunching of dry leaves under her feet, 

opening her eyes under water, touching 

a fur coat, sorting her pens by colour 

and her grandmother’s chair. Things she 

doesn’t like are: people giving her their 

cheek to kiss when she greets them, si-

lent moments, the mirrors in elevators, 

the sound of the alarm clock, her egg 

yoke breaking, people telling her how 

much she’s grown, her computer freez-

ing and waiting.

Without ever loosing her sense of hu-

mour, Augstina explored the pressures 

of being a young girl in terms of love, 

life and peers. In one sketch, Nina is 

snuggled up on her couch not wanting 

to go out. Worried about what her peers 

might say to that, she takes a picture of 

herself in party mode with a beach style 

background, uploads it on Facebook 

and writes on her status: “At a Brazil-

ian-theme party, Having a great time!”. 

It is only after she has convinced her 

peers she’s out and doing something 

cool, that she can fully relax. In another 

sketch, Nina is adamant to show she is 

mature when she comes across a man 

selling balloons. She says she can’t get 

one, she’s too old, but deep down she 

really wants one.

“The advantages of work-
ing from home, dedicating 
all of your time to your own 
thing are great but often 
that means working day and 
night. There’s no more clear 
separation between working 
hours and leisure time.”

Agustina is humble about her achieve-

ments, she gave us the impression she 

pinches herself on a regular basis, just 

to make sure it’s not a dream – after 

all, how many people out there can say 

they get up every morning to follow 

their passion?

 photo: Palito Capuzzi

photo: Agustina Guerrero
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People often have this dreamy impres-

sion of life as an artist, which Agustina 

admits, is not the case. The advantages 

of working from home, dedicating all of 

your time to your own thing are great 

but often that means working day and 

night. There’s no more clear separation 

t§time. Creativity isn’t always something 

that comes naturally; sometimes noth-

ing useable will come out on paper. But 

if you are also working another job and 

are constantly pushed for time and hav-

ing to keep in mind that your next shift 

starts at two, it is hard to find the tran-

quillity to draw.

Just like every other child, Agustina 

immersed herself in her drawings and 

colouring books. She ended up study-

ing Graphic Design and admits she re-

ally wasn’t digging it; she would watch 

others in her class creating fantastic 

drawings within two minutes, and told 

herself she wanted to learn the same 

and stayed persistent. 

“Just like every other child, 
Agustina immersed herself 
in her drawings and co-
louring books. She ended up 
studying Graphic Design”

Some of her first jobs included the de-

sign of etiquettes for the fashion line 

Juanyta in Bilbao. At this stage, drawing 

was something she did for herself. Like 

any artist, she struggled with insecu-

rities in terms of exposing her work to 

the public, but volatil, showed her that 

it’s worth it.

1 In Agustina’s opinion everyone 
can draw, it’s just a matter of 
committing yourself to hours and 
hours of practise. As is the truth 
for every skill: Practise makes 
perfect. Agustina’s advise: Draw, 
draw, draw!!!

2 Use 21st century tools: Social 
Media!

3 Encourage cross-promotion 
with other artists.

4 Get your work out there!

The How-To

photo: Esther Yosolita
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Claus is a man with ants in his pants; 

he is not one for settling on one thing 

or one place for too long, the urge to 

roam and drink up life’s experiences is 

too strong. After completing his Europe-

an Bachelor degree in 1995, he went on 

to travel through India. Having enjoyed 

his travels so much, he returned to 

Germany to study geography but soon 

realised that travel and geography are 

two very different things, so he took off 

again. It was during his second tour of 

the unknown that he discovered his in-

terest for natural medicine and decided 

to study homeopathy in Devon in 2000. 

After completing his study, family cir-

cumstances brought him to the south 

coast of Spain.

“I liked writing the arti-
cles and one day in 2005, 
I thought to myself, well I 
might as well write a book.”

Claus established homeopathy praxis in 

Marbella; the concept was not of much 

interest in Spain however, and it was dif-

ficult to get enough patients to keep his 

praxis running. He spent a lot of his time 

writing essays and articles about ho-

meopathy, some of which he published 

with Aktuelles Spanien and alternative 

health magazine La Chispa, which awak-

ened his sense for writing. 

– I liked writing the articles and one day 

in 2005, I thought to myself, well I might 

as well write a book. I started writing and 

finished about fifty pages. The story was 

about a guy who finds himself stuck in a 

rut and starts travelling, but I never fin-

ished it because other things came up 

and life got in the way.

Seeing as the homeopathy praxis didn’t 

take off, he focused his time on some-

thing new: photography. He put togeth-

er a website and printed out some flyers 

offering wedding photography on the 

Costa Del Sol. He also produced images 

for stock photography. It was something 

he thoroughly enjoyed, but soon the 

urge to write visited him again.

– I started writing Der Kleine Laden (The 

Little Shop), which was inspired by my 

working in a small record shop when I 

was sixteen. The shop had to close its 

doors when big stores like Saturn and 

Media Markt moved into town; all the 

small, local shops –book shops, hard-

ware stores, etc- were closing down. It 

Story Writer
Name: Claus Mikosch 

Occupation: Story Writer 

Nationality: German

photo: Claus Mikosch
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was the death of the little shops. It was a 

great feeling finishing it, because often 

writing a book feels like attempting to fly 

to the moon. It was a confirmation that I 

could do it. I started looking into pub-

lishers, but I wasn’t totally convinced 

about the quality of the story; I think I 

mainly enjoyed the writing.

“I started looking into pub-
lishers, but I wasn’t totally 
convinced about the quality 
of the story; I think I mainly 
enjoyed the writing.”

When Claus’ daughter was about four 

years old, she started asking a lot of 

questions. Seeing as she lives with her 

mother most of the time, she was mainly 

exposed to conventional and catholic 

ideals, coming from a Spanish family. 

Claus felt the need to introduce her to 

other cultures as well, so he took her to 

the Buddhist temple in Benalmadena. 

Claus doesn’t practise Buddhism but he 

appreciates the philosophy and feels at 

ease in the temple setting. His daughter 

started asking him questions about Bud-

dha, so Claus set out to find a children’s 

book that deals with the Buddha, but he 

had no luck and so The Little Buddha 

was born.

– I couldn’t find any children’s books 

about Buddha, so I figured I’d write it 

myself. In the end it turned into some-

thing different; it’s not a book about the 

Buddha but a Buddha, you know? It’s 

always good to have a plan and a struc-

ture, but it’s even more important to stay 

flexible. The book is based on some 

of my experiences in India, the people 

I met and the conversations I had. The 

story also integrates the concept of ho-

meopathy. 

“It’s always good to have a 
plan and a structure, but it’s 
even more important to stay 
flexible.”

Claus wrote The Little Buddha in 2007 

in German and started sending it out to 

publishers, receiving the typical “Thanks 

but no thanks” reply. After a few more 

publishing endeavours, the book land-

ed in a closet. When it resurfaced a year 

later and Claus had had some time to 

distance himself from the story, he read 

it again and liked it. Believe it or not – 

this is not always the natural case for 

writers! He wanted to share the story 

with his friends but seeing as they were 

mainly English, he had to translate it. His 

friends and family really liked the story 

and encouraged him to take it further.

“I met Rosie May Harrison 
in Estepona and she agreed 
to do the illustrations 
for me which turned out 
beautifully.”

– In 2010 I decided to self-publish The 

Little Buddha and from then on things 

fell into place. I needed a book cover 

and wanted some illustrations inside; 

I met Rosie May Harrison in Estepona 

and she agreed to do the illustrations 

for me which turned out beautifully. 

Once I published it, I started marketing 

it myself, getting it into local bookshops, 

the airport, etc. I also did a little tour in 

England, trying to promote it. In January 

2011 I self-published the German version 

as well and toured through Germany 

like a salesman, trying to get shops to 

sell my book on commission. I met a lot 

of cool people but it was also frustrating, 

getting a lot of rejections and such.

By the end of 2011, Claus had sold 

around 2,500 copies in German and 

English, and shops were restocking the 

book. This was a great motivator but in 

the end, he still wasn’t making any mon-

ey from it, as the profit was used for gas 

money, parking and marketing. In 2012, 

his friend, professional singer Meral Al-

Mer, suggested he try contacting a liter-

ary agency and gave him four different 

addresses. He sent out some copies 

and heard back from the Agentur Petra 

Eggers, Berlin a short while later. 

– The agent told me they really liked 

the book and wanted to represent me 

as an author. They told me they would 

start looking into publishers – the whole 

thing was surreal! A week later, they 

called me to inform me that the Herder 

publishing house wanted to publish The 
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Little Buddha – this was a huge surprise 

to me; when I contacted publishers my-

self, they would take up to six months 

to reply!

“When I contacted publish-
ers myself, they would take 
up to six months to reply!”

The book was republished in January 

2013 and an audio-book was released 

in May. The feedback from readers has 

been great and this year Claus will be 

working on the sequel. All this positive 

feedback, motivated Claus to keep at 

it and in the spring of 2012 he started 

working on Montags im Wohnwagen – 

Gespräche zwischen Vater und Tochter 

(Monday’s in the Caravan – Conversa-

tions between Father and Daughter). 

– This book is very inspired by my life 

and my daughter, to whom I dedicated 

it. Between the ages of eight and nine, 

my daughter started asking a lot of 

questions about life and it seemed like a 

fun idea to document our conversations 

and fit them into a fictional storyline. 

This is the first time I really felt like a 

writer, as I really focused on dedicating 

my time to writing.

The agency and publishers liked the 

book; however it’s hard finding a specif-

ic genre for it, so his agent suggested 

he go the same route of self-publishing 

again. Shortly after completing Mon-

tags im Wohnwagen, Claus had the op-

portunity to part-take in an Ayahuasca 

ceremony. Ayahuasca is a medicinal 

teacher-plant from the Amazon which 

enables you to become in touch with 

your senses to an extent no form of psy-

chotherapy can compete with.

– It was a remarkable experience, it was 

so far out. Even a month after the cer-

emony, everything was still very fresh, 

so I decided to write about it in order 

to come to terms with my emotions and 

thoughts. Plus, having it on paper is a 

nice way to revisit the themes that came 

up in me during the ceremony. Seeing 

as the use of “la abuelita” is very spiritu-

al and sacred, it didn’t feel right to commercialise 

the story and charge money for it. So I created a 

website and offered the story for free download. 

I got some great feedback from people and it’s 

been downloaded some 500 times.

Claus is inspired by his friends, his daughter, 

travelling and human relationships – he doesn’t 

need a lot of fantasy to create (-heart-) gripping 

stories. He prefers to spend his time writing in a 

quiet space but occasionally drafts notes at the 

Elements Beach Bar in Fuengirola or at the Cen-

tro Cultural Padre Manuel in Estepona.

photo: Claus Mikosch

1 Just do it! Don’t be afraid of 
not being able to or not knowing 
how to, just do it. You’ll find out 
whether writing is for you soon 
enough.

2  Find a topic you are passion-
ate about, whether it’s a hobby, 
a setting, whatever. If you don’t 
like crime stories, don’t go writ-
ing crime stories just because 
you heard they sell well

3 Paulo Coehlo once said there 
are three points to success: 
1. Discipline
2. Discipline
3. Discipline
I agree with this. Set yourself lit-
tle goals and stick to them. Even 
if it’s just a matter of writing 10 
minutes a day. If you don’t keep 
a certain routine, you’ll lose 

focus. Don’t be too hard on your-
self, be realistic, but keep the 
flow. That’s the difference be-
tween those who finish a book 
and those who don’t.

4 Find your own flow – I am very 
German in terms of structure and 
organisation and like to work 
with filing cards, for example. But 
that doesn’t mean the same will 
work for you; others just sit down 
and start writing. You need to 
find what works best for you!

5 Write because you want to 
write, not because you want to 
get published. That just adds 
unnecessary pressure. Whatever 

happens with your writing, it is 
going to be a valuable experi-
ence.

The How-To
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Iris Martinez (38) is full of contagious 

energy and enough rays of warmth to 

share with everyone around her. These 

characteristics, along with her gentle 

encouragement and her ability to take 

people’s fears and turn them into some-

thing positive, makes her one of the 

best in the field of AcroYoga. Iris has 

always shown a strong, extrovert char-

acter which merges beautifully with the 

world of music, art and performance – 

something she often incorporates with 

her AcroYoga lessons. When she’s not 

teaching at her former school or at fes-

tivals, she can be seen marching the 

grounds of Shoeless Open Air dressed 

as a giant marionette, playing the accor-

dion at the Strijp-R opening ceremony or 

spreading good vibes at the Feel-Good-

Market.

“There was a constant ping-
pong match going on in my 
head, I was filled with too 
much uncontrolled energy,”  

This whirlwind of vibrations often made 

her long for a moment to stand still. She 

admits she has always been a dreamer, 

and at some stage in her life it became 

her quest to find something that could 

ground her and help her let go. She 

was having difficulties with concentra-

tion: “There was a constant ping-pong 

match going on in my head, I was filled 

with too much uncontrolled energy,” she 

explains.

“I felt like I was breathing 
properly for the first time”

When she started taking Belly-Dancing 

lessons in her home town of Eindhoven, 

she was introduced to the benefits of 

yoga, which was incorporated in the 

class as a warm-up technique. She felt 

the connection to this ancient spiritual 

and physical practise right away.

 – I felt like I was breathing properly for 

the first time, it was like WOW! I finally 

felt like I could focus again and fell in 

love with this practise immediately.

Iris is like the Duracell bunny, hopping 

from one thing to another but never 

half-heartedly: When this power vessel 

of love sets her mind on something, she 

truly gives it her all.  She approached 

yoga in the same way, really dedicating 

herself to her practise and her study. It 

only felt natural to her to take the next 

step and train to become a qualified 

teacher in Utrecht.

– I have always been an idealist, I’m 

someone who loves people and wants 

to unite them.

AcroYoga Teacher
Name: Iris Martinez 

Occupation: AcroYoga Teacher 

Nationality: Dutch

photo: Patricia Torales
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Iris soon discovered that the traditional 

Ashtanga style yoga wasn’t for her. Not 

being a great fan of routine, it comes as 

no surprise Iris needed to find a style 

with which she could be creative.

– I prefer Vinyasa because it allows you 

to be playful in your sequence building 

and you can directly adapt the practise 

to address your personal needs.

After more than a decade of working for 

the social services, Iris found new spa-

ciousness in life and continues to radi-

ate that special yogic glow. What started 

out as a soothingly purple studio space 

which simultaneously acted as her living 

room, soon unfolded in her founding the 

V-Up yoga school in Woensel. Iris estab-

lished her own little family of inspiration-

al teachers, eager students and Leo the 

stubborn school-cat. V-Up incorporates 

activities which go beyond yoga, with-

out ever losing the central focus of unity 

and fun; the classes are often taken to 

strange locations and staff as well as 

students join together to visit cultural 

events in town.

“AcroYoga is a way of being 
together by playing with 
each other, paying attention 
to one another and becom-
ing solid as a group.”

Yoga encourages the constant evolution 

of body and mind through practise, ded-

ication and inspiration drawn from those 

around you. Iris has always found ways 

of merging various creative aspects of 

her being and forming a whole. Dance, 

performance and music have always 

been key players in her life and in 2007 

she combined these passions with her 

yoga lessons, through ways of AcroYo-

ga. Iris travelled to beautiful Hawaii for 

a two week intense AcroYoga teacher 

training course to become a certified 

AcroYoga teacher. AcroYoga blends el-

ements of acrobatics, yoga and healing 

through Thai massage.

 – AcroYoga is a way of being togeth-

er by playing with each other, paying 

attention to one another and becoming 

solid as a group. You learn to trust by 

practising together, therefore opening 

and strengthening the communication 

amongst each other, whilst getting a 

taste of harmony.

Just as all walks of life and all back-

grounds can enjoy yoga, AcroYoga is 

for everyone too: “AcroYoga embraces 

the inner child and allows people to 

envelope it; this practise encourages 

playfulness. It helps people come out of 

their shell and break out of their comfort 

zone, by confronting and communicat-

ing fears in a group situation.

“Children are honest, they 
are all about the truth: if they 
don’t like what’s happen-
ing, they’ll tell you. Adults 
have too many thoughts and 
teenagers are full of “no” 
and “I can’t”.

Having dedicated a big part of her life to 

working with children and adolescents 

in need of special attention, Iris particu-

larly enjoys working with teenagers:

– Children are honest, they are all about 

the truth: if they don’t like what’s hap-

pening, they’ll tell you. Adults have too 

many thoughts and teenagers are full of 

“no” and “I can’t”. Our mind often blocks 

us from embracing new experiences photo: Patricia Torales

photo: Patricia Torales
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and enjoying them in the moment. But 

after an AcroYoga lesson, we realise that 

we can do anything, it’s all about trust-

ing ourselves. In Ibiza I had a seventy 

year old man standing on my shoulders 

– age should not be a limitation.

“You can think of AcroYoga 
as a form of therapeutic fly-
ing – people are being held 
up by my legs and surrender 
to the gentle stretches and 
massage offered by the Base”

More and more festivals have intro-

duced yoga/AcroYoga to their itinerary, 

motivating people to stay healthy and 

aligned in a setting that may otherwise 

call for excess. Iris thoroughly enjoys 

the festival atmosphere and feels at 

home on their grounds. Strangers form 

trusting bonds over the course of an 

hour, all through the gentle love and re-

assurance of AcroYoga. 

– I always open my Acroyoga classes 

with a circle ceremony. We form a circle 

and put our arms around each other’s 

shoulders. During my normal classes, 

chances are the people already know 

each other. At festivals, I play an intro-

duction game so people warm up to one 

another. First we introduce each other 

by name and go through what’s import-

ant to us during this practise, what we 

will dedicate it to. Then I will call out a 

random object like a type of fruit, and 

people will have to find the fruit that 

best describes themselves. Once we all 

have a better understanding of who we 

are and what we can expect from one 

another, we start the practise. You can 

think of AcroYoga as a form of thera-

peutic flying – people are being held up 

photo: Patricia Torales

1 Before you start your yoga 
teacher training, deepen your 
own personal practise: experi-
ment with sequences and pos-
es you particularly enjoy and 
dedicate your flow to whichever 
personal theme you are current-
ly dealing with.

2  Once you start your teacher 
training, document your prog-
ress by keeping a picture log 
of your asanas (postures); label 
them with both the Sanskrit and 
the English term.

3 Try different classes and 
teachers and visit workshops 
and festivals, you will learn the 

most from those around you.

4 The religious aspects of yoga 
can be overwhelming and to 
some people even off-putting. It 
is important to truly understand 
what yoga means to you and 
your spiritual body and adapting 
your practise to your lifestyle. 

5 Practise meditation to deepen 
your practise and soothe your 
mind.

6 Stimulate your heart with 
sounds through mantras. My fa-
vourite is Lokah Samastah Sukh-
ino Bhavantu (May all beings 
everywhere be happy and free).

The How-To

by my legs and surrender to the gentle 

stretches and massage offered by the 

Base (see glossary). Some of the people 

who attend my classes at festivals have 

no experience in yoga whatsoever, let 

alone AcroYoga; but everyone walks out 

feeling stronger and more beautiful than 

before.

One of her students described Iris’ les-

sons as “coming home” to a guided 

opportunity of “finding my breath, my 

rhythm, my own self;” these are not 

empty words but are definitely words 

you will find yourself agreeing with af-

ter an hour of acroyogic play time with 

AcroIris. 
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Jens Lennartsson was first introduced 

to the art of photography by his grand-

father, a journalistic photographer. His 

grandfather taught Jens a lot about 

photography, and by the time he was 

thirteen years old he had learned how 

to develop his own pictures in his par-

ents’ sauna. Jens enjoyed the various 

aspects of photography, but his love for 

the trade wasn’t really spurred until he 

got his first digital camera in 2003.

“...I’m not a romantic when it 
comes to photography; being 
in the dark room, developing 
my own photos, it’s too slow 
and messy for me.”

– I love taking pictures, but I’m not a ro-

mantic when it comes to photography; 

being in the dark room, developing my 

own photos, it’s too slow and messy 

for me. I like the actual moment of the 

“click”, the making and creating of pic-

tures.

Like most photographers, Jens started 

out with the usual stuff, taking pictures 

of flowers, plants and cars. He soon 

found a way to combine his love for mu-

sic with his photography interest, by at-

tending concerts and taking pictures of 

the performances and the crowd. Within 

a few years, he had attended more than 

300 concerts and started uploading his 

pictures on to Rockfoto, Scandinavia’s 

biggest image agency for music, artists 

and live photos.

“I started going to festivals 
wearing a jeans jacket with 
my website on it. Rockfoto 
soon picked up on my work 
and started publishing my 
photos...”

– I started going to festivals wearing 

a jeans jacket with my website on it. 

Rockfoto soon picked up on my work 

and started publishing my photos but a 

year on I was already bored of concert 

photography, because I was already 

really good at it. I knew how to capture 

the moment, I knew when someone on 

stage was going to jump or do some-

thing crazy. But concert photography 

was starting to feel too shallow; there 

was nothing deeper behind it.

Wanting to broaden his photographic 

horizon, Jens felt it was time to move 

on from concert photography and start 

focusing on newspapers. 

Travel Photographer
Name: Jens Lennartsson 

Occupation: Travel Photogra-

pher 

Nationality: Swedish

photo: Benjamin Bergh
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– I called the image editor for a Swedish 

Newspaper and asked what they were 

looking for. I put together a portfolio of 

images directed at the press. I couldn’t 

get a foot through the door at first, but 

after the fourth time of speaking to the 

editor, he invited me to his home and I 

ended up working for him for two sum-

mers. The work was more substantial, 

but they were all quick jobs and I want-

ed to dig deeper. After two years I was 

starting to get bored again. I get bored 

easily.

“Most photographers –espe-
cially beginners – are look-
ing for a model or an object. 
I look at the light. I try to 
find the right light to make 
the scene, to create a mood.”

Jens started contacting magazines and 

trade publications, adamant to be focus-

ing 100% of his time on something he 

loves.

– I needed to explore my photography 

and started using my documentary style 

in commercials shoots, for example por-

traying a product with people in it too. 

Most photographers –especially begin-

ners – are looking for a model or an ob-

ject. I look at the light. I try to find the 

right light to make the scene, to create 

a mood. Once I find it, I stay until I find 

something to shoot.

Jens feels very strongly about the use 

of natural light, real people and settings. 

He finds “fixed” photographs and ar-

tificial lights rather off-putting and has 

made it his mission to bring back a nat-

ural style rather than contributing to the 

world of photoshopped images.

– When I look at people, I look at their 

eyes, the way they walk and move. I 

don’t believe in “perfecting” people to 

the standards of the Photoshop genera-

tion, I don’t believe in ironing out imper-

fections, because they are not imperfec-

tions, they are stories which originated 

from real human beings. The fashion 

industry is moving more and more to-

wards “documercial” photography; peo-

ple are getting tired of overly digital and 

photoshopped images.

“When I look at people, I 
look at their eyes, the way 
they walk and move. I don’t 
believe in “perfecting” people 
to the standards of the Pho-
toshop generation...”

In 2006 Jens travelled to Thailand, 

where he took a lot of pictures. Wanting 

to continue his travels and his discov-

eries in lesser known areas, he asked 

people on Facebook about weird plac-

es to visit.

– Someone suggested Albania and so I 

packed my bags and ended up staying 

there for a month. It was the first time I 

travelled on my own and although the 

nights could get very lonely, I realised 

how fantastic an opportunity this was to 

meet interesting people and learn about 

new cultures.

Through his experiences on the road, 

Jens picked up on different life philoso-

phies and found himself more and more 

drawn to a minimalist lifestyle as op-

posed to materialistic tendencies. 

– I love the Zen way of life; I hate be-

ing weighed down by stuff. One of the 

things on my bucket list is accomplish-

photo: Benjamin Bergh

photo: Jens Lennartsson
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ing to live with less than one hundred 

things; I’m almost there. I have gotten 

rid of 80% of my stuff. I am selling my car 

because I hardly use it and all it does for 

me is earn me parking tickets. Instead of 

buying lots of cheap clothes, I buy quali-

ty clothes that look good and work good 

in any situation – the jeans I own, I can 

wear during a shoot in the desert as well 

as to a fancy launch party at night.”

“I love the Zen way of life; I 
hate being weighed down by 
stuff. One of the things on 
my bucket list is accomplish-
ing to live with less than one 
hundred things; I’m almost 
there.”

Jens believes that there is more to be-

coming a good photographer than just 

practising your skill.

– I eat well; I follow an organic cave-

man diet, it makes me feel lighter and 

more focused and therefore makes me 

a better photographer. When I get home 

at night, I just want white walls around 

me, no distractions. If you’re a simple 

studio photographer, there is not much 

creativity involved; it’s a standard rou-

tine, a nine to five job. If you’re an artis-

tic photographer, your brain is working 

24/7. You have a certain amount of time 

and energy; if you spend 1% of your time 

thinking about your car, you are spend-

ing 1% less on your creativity. To become 

a great travel photographer, you need 

all your senses working.

Jens is incredibly enthusiastic about 

his work and is determined to share his 

knowledge, his skills and his philosophy 

with others. He has published his first 

photobook Hide in Plain Sight in De-

1 Decide which kind of photog-
raphy you’d like to specialise in, 
so you can communicate this to 
others and evolve in one field.

2  Do your research – work out 
who are your customers and 
how to target them.

3 When putting together your 
portfolio/webfolio, make sure to 
stick to the style which reflects 
your speciality.

4 You can include 2-3 catego-
ries in the same field. I would 
say a maximum of twenty pic-
tures for each category would 
be sufficient.

5 Make a list of ten possibly cli-

ents. Call them or write to them. 
See if they want to have a cup 
of coffee with you. It’s all about 
making the first contact.

6 Ask magazines what they 
need and how you can help 
them.

7 Try to find ways of helping out 
even after you have completed 
an assignment; it’s always good 
to maintain connections.

8 Always try to get your work 
out there in exhibitions or local 
papers.

9 Make sure to capture what 
people want and deliver on time.

The How-To

photo: Jens Lennartsson

cember 2013; Mindful Encounters is scheduled 

to be released in March 2014. He is the founder 

of the EYE AM project, the preparations of which 

are in full swing following his GI Jens action-fig-

ure campaign. The EYE AM projects aims to pro-

vide children in poverty stricken areas with cam-

eras and computers, with which they will capture 

their lives from their very own point of view, 

therefore eliminating any stereotypes reported 

by the press.
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Pitz Quattrone was about three years 

old when he witnessed his uncle rocking 

out to The Rolling Stones’ Satisfaction 

on his air guitar. Seeing the power mu-

sic held over his uncle had life altering 

impact on him and he remembers this 

was his first, significant “music moment”.  

Five minutes in to our conversation with 

Pitz it becomes clear that music really 

is his thing. He felt inspired by Motown, 

Funk and Soul and joined the psyche-

delic revolution by rocking out to The 

Jefferson Airplane (plane not starship!), 

Hot Tuna, Sly & The Family Stone and 

catching every Grateful Dead concert 

in his local area and across the USA; 

in fact, he reckons he’s seen the Dead 

around sixty times. What a hero!

Pitz really digs his music but there is 

one thing he will always and immedi-

ately pick up on: drums and percussion. 

At grade school he briefly played guitar 

and clarinet, before moving on to the 

drum kit. He’s always had a fascination 

for quirky, unique sounds, so imagine 

his excitement when he picked up on 

the Didgeridoo for the first time! 

“I was always a bit of a clown, 
making funny noises in the 
back of the class trying to get 
everyone to laugh. Then one 
day, I was watching one of 
the Crocodile Dundee mov-
ies and I was introduced to 
the King of strange sounds: 
the Didgeridoo.”

– I was always a bit of a clown, making 

funny noises in the back of the class try-

ing to get everyone to laugh. Then one 

day, I was watching one of the Crocodile 

Dundee movies and I was introduced to 

the King of strange sounds: the Didger-

idoo.

At this point the luxury of the internet 

was still a distant dream and without 

local resources, Pitz had to find other 

means of getting his hands on a Didger-

idoo. Taken by his obvious enthusiasm, 

his wife stepped in and made it happen.

– My wife ended up buying me my first 

Didgeridoo from a mail-order catalogue; 

it came with an instructional cassette 

and was a real novelty. It looked a lot 

better than it sounded. The cassette 

was great; it started with simple exer-

Didge Performer
Name: Pitz Quattrone 

Occupation: Didgeridoo Per-

former/ Educator 

Nationality: Italian/Native 

American

photo: Erika Mitchell
photo: Erika Mitchell
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cises and then gradually moved on to 

some of the more complex lessons, like 

circular breathing which is the process a 

player uses so the music is continuous 

and not interrupted by having to stop to 

breathe. Circular breathing is really the 

last thing you master on the Didgeridoo.

Pitz really threw himself into working 

with the Didgeridoo and became more 

and more interested in the instruments’ 

history and its use in ritual situations.  

The Didgeridoo dates back at least 

40,000 years and was developed by 

Indigenous Australians. The Didgeridoo 

is often referred to as Yidaki (mosquito) 

in native communities. The instrument is 

usually made from hardwoods, in partic-

ular the eucalyptus species. In order to 

find hollow live trees, aboriginal crafts-

men tend to go in search for their ma-

terials in areas of great termite activity. 

– One legend says, that one night a 

hunter went out to gather wood for the 

evening when he picked up a euca-

lyptus branch covered in termites. He 

tapped it on the outside and realised it 

was almost hollow within. The aborigi-

nals, just like most native tribes, believe 

that all living things are part of our fam-

ily, so in order not to harm the termites, 

he tapped either side of the hollowed 

out branch to pack them inside and then 

blew them into space, which produced 

this beautiful sound; some say this is 

how the milky way was created.

“Each instrument is unique; 
some of them I connect to 
immediately and I end up 
adopting them. If they feel 
right they become a part of 
me.” Not really feeling a connection with 

his first Didge anymore and wanting to 

move on to a more sophisticated sound, 

Pitz felt ready to upgrade.

– About six months after I started prac-

tising Didgeridoo, I met a guy with Bam-

boo Didgeridoo’s at a festival. I tried 

one and it was amazing – it had the 

right sound and was about 3 feet long. 

It felt right and I played it for about a 

year, but I soon started making my own 

instruments with all types of material. It 

depends on the budget really; you can 

even use cardboard tubes and plastic 

PVC, but that’s nasty material. I main-

ly use bamboo, sunflower stalks and 

softwood branches. Each instrument is 

unique; some of them I connect to im-

mediately and I end up adopting them. If 

they feel right they become a part of me. 

Before finding this deep routed passion 

for the Didgeridoo, Pitz was a nomad 

soul, moving from one fruitless endeav-

our to the next, often getting up to no 

good in the streets of Philadelphia. 

With his wife’s gentle encouragement 

and the sense of awakening he accom-

plished through the hypnotic drone of 

the didge, his life took a different turn. 

He once likened playing the Didgeridoo 

to “sticking your soul into the electrical 

socket of the planet” – no wonder his 

enthusiasm latches on to you with static 

force.

“Once I started playing the 
Didgeridoo my whole life-
style changed, I’ve become 
healthier- just playing alone 
is healthy, and of course, 
once you get past the me-
chanics, it opens up your 
airwaves and you free your-
self for lift off.”

photo: Erika Mitchell

photo: Erika Mitchell
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– In my early twenties I was playing the 

drums in various bands, but I was head-

ed towards serious trouble. Once I start-

ed playing the Didgeridoo my whole 

lifestyle changed, I’ve become healthi-

er- just playing alone is healthy, and of 

course, once you get past the mechan-

ics, it opens up your airwaves and you 

free yourself for lift off. I am on a mis-

sion to introduce the didge to as many 

people as possible, and I want to put it 

in as many musical settings as possible. 

That’s my deal, man.

“I am on a mission to intro-
duce the didge to as many 
people as possible, and I 
want to put it in as many 
musical settings as possible.”

And he’s doing a pretty fine job at that:  

Pitz has collaborated with the likes of 

Pete Seeger, John Flynn, Dom Flemons 

of the Carolina Chocolate Drops, the 

Dark Star Orchestra, Massamba Diop 

and Barou Sall. While Pitz feels at home 

on stage and digs nothing more than 

to jam with like-minded music freaks, 

he is also a remarkable and respect-

ed teacher. His talk on “Discover the 

Didge” at the University of Vermont, 

was not only inspiring but great fun to 

watch. The Didgeridoo has taken Pitz 

on several journeys through festivals, 

the United States and abroad. Last year 

he travelled to Senegal with the Sene-

gal-America Project and collaborated 

with Baaba Maal’s band, and recorded 

in Jimi M’Baye’s studio in Dakar. He also 

travelled to Greenland last year to intro-

duce the Didgeridoo to Inuit kids.

The New Year will bring many more 

adventures for “Pitz on Didge” – who 

knows where he’ll end up this time. For 

now however, he is excited about the 

1 A good way to start practising 
the sounds and the breathing 
techniques is with a cardboard 
tube, about one metre long and 
six centimetres inside diameter. 
Just start playing around, discov-
er the different sounds

2 Start by loosely flapping your 
lips inside the mouthpiece end; 
your lips should be down in or-
der to avoid too much air escap-
ing the sides of your mouth
 
3 By moving your tongue for-
ward and back, you will achieve 
different pitches

4 Play with your voice: Na-
tive Aboriginals imitate nature 
sounds with the Didge; listen 
closely to the sounds of your 
backyard or your neighbouring 

forest and think about how to re-
produce them on the didgeridoo.

5 Sucking your cheeks in pro-
duces a sharp, clean sound 
whilst puffing your cheeks out 
has a dull, muffled effect.
 
6 Attend workshops, classes 
and festivals to come in contact 
with didgeridoo players and ask 
as many questions as you can

7 Learn more about the culture 
and the history of the instrument 
by reading up on it, watching 
documentaries, attending lec-
tures, etc

8 Look into traditional indige-
nous artwork to inspire the de-

sign on your next didge – make 
it meaningful!

The How-To

release of his new EP, Movin’, which includes 

contagious tunes such as Movin’, Hey Goose and 

Electric Tan!. 

In case you’re too far to make it to one of his 

Didgeridoo playing/making classes, Pitz has left 

us with some great advice on how to make your 

own Didgeridoo and how to get yourself out 

there and performing!

photo: Erika Mitchell
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Sami worked in mainstream advertising 

and creative communication compa-

nies for many years, before founding 

the Uber Super Duper based in Lund, 

Sweden. Through his experience, he 

realised that there were limitations in 

the traditional agency structure. While 

people working for agencies tend to be 

social, creative and intelligent, they also 

seem to be dealing with some frustra-

tion due to the everyday compromises 

that come with serving big clients. 

– People who work independent of 

agencies – photographers, illustrators, 

directors, designers, typographers, an-

imators, musicians, programmers, etc 

– in my experience, are very motivated, 

flexible and open-minded. My idea was 

to create a new type of creative studio 

which collaborates directly with inde-

pendent talents and create projects that 

are not hampered by the classic agency 

model. I wanted to mix different disci-

plines and have more fun.

Sami started setting up Uber Super 

Duper in 2008. For the first project he 

brought together different skills to work 

on a “home-grown-project”, the indie 

IOS game Pod Odyssey.

“My idea was to create a 
new type of creative studio 
which collaborates direct-
ly with independent talents 
and create projects that are 
not hampered by the classic 
agency model.”

– We started small but quickly grew to 

include an IOS programmer, a sound en-

gineer, an illustrator, a PR expert and an 

animator. It was a lot of fun to collabo-

rate. The resulting game was picked up 

by Apple as one of their top 20 notewor-

thy apps in the US, Japan, Canada and 

Mexico.

Sami attended the United World College 

of the Atlantic, the first school to aban-

don its own national curriculum in favour 

of the International Baccalaureate Diplo-

ma (IB), where he studied alongside stu-

dents from more than 80 countries. 

– The United World College of the At-

lantic has been a great influence on me 

and has made me appreciate how hav-

ing many different perspectives benefits 

the end result. This applies for Uber Su-

per Duper as well – as the creative lead, 

I bring in the right mix of people to han-

dle the project and coordinate so that 

Creative Director
Name: Sami Lill 

Occupation: Creative Director 

Nationality: Swedish

photo: Uber Super Duper
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everyone has what they need to pro-

duce their best work. I also draw a lot, 

anything from mural designs to tattoos.

“One of the most open-mind-
ed relationships has been 
with the leading movements 
marketing agency, Straw-
berryFrog.”

Uber Super Duper has worked on many 

projects with various different clients 

such as Langhorne Slim, IKEA and Sony.

– We’ve had the fortune of working with 

many interesting clients. One of the 

most open-minded relationships has 

been with the leading movements mar-

keting agency, StrawberryFrog. Working 

with their own brand, as well as several 

high profile clients of theirs, we teamed 

up with a young and energetic group of 

Indian creatives led by Raj Kamble, one 

of the brightest minds in the industry.

In 2011, Uber Super Duper was invited to 

create a mural to celebrate the launch 

of the Greenpeace hybrid marine vessel 

Rainbow Warrior III, at the Glastonbury 

Festival.

“Creating the 35 meter live 
mural of the Rainbow War-
rior III at Glastonbury was 
a crazy, fun project that 
pushed us in new directions.”

– Creating the 35 meter live mural of the 

Rainbow Warrior III at Glastonbury was 

a crazy, fun project that pushed us in 

new directions. The team consisted of a 

multitude of people with different skills. 

Among many others there were carpen-

ters, painters, engineers and musicians. 

It took a lot of planning, especially on 

behalf of the lead engineer, Lee Bazal-

gette from Colombo Design Studio who 

designed the wooden structure itself. I 

spent ten days on the festival site, creat-

ing the final design.

photo: Uber Super Duper

photo: Uber Super Duper
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Judging by Uber Super Duper’s work so 

far, it is obvious that Sami has the right 

feel for bringing people together who 

compliment each other in their skills and 

their style in order to make real magic 

happen. 

– Many things inspire me: people-watch-

ing, browsing the Internet, listening to 

my kids. I believe all creative people 

are natural opportunists and are ready 

to absorb new ideas, wherever they ap-

pear.

If you feel your kid could be a great op-

portunist, Sami has left you with some 

key pointers, to help the next genera-

tion’s Creative Directors along their way.

1 Embrace failure. It’s part of the 
process.

2  Find out what the others do. 
Then do something different.

3 Trust your instinct: Your gut 
feeling is probably right.

4 Work with people you admire.

5 Ask a lot of questions. Then 
play around until you strike gold.

photo: Uber Super Duper

The How-To

photo: Uber Super Duper
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Website Index
Agustina Guerrero : 
http://guerreroagustina.blogspot.com.

es/

Brendt Barbur: 
http://www.bicyclefilmfestival.com/ 
 
 
Claus Mikosch: 
http://thelittlebuddha.wordpress.com/

about/ 

 

Dan Gold: 
http://www.dangoldtattooclub.com 

 

 

Emily Ball: 
http://tillytwist.co.uk/ 

 

 

Giles Brown:  
http://www.talkradioeurope.com/ 
 
 
Heather Adams: 
http://ddcmontana.com/ 
 
 
Iris Martinez: 
http://www.acroyoga.org/app-teach-

er-directory/iris-martinez 

Jamie McCartney: 
http://www.jamiemccartney.com/ 

 

 

Jens Lennartsson: 
http://www.jenslennartsson.se/ 
 
 
Pitz Quattrone: 
http://pitzondidge.com/ 

 

 

Radmilla Zhaksylykova: 
http://rdmla.com/ 

 

 

Sami Lill: 
http://ubersuperduper.com 

 

 

Wildfang: 
http://www.wildfang.com/

http://guerreroagustina.blogspot.com.es/
http://guerreroagustina.blogspot.com.es/
http://www.bicyclefilmfestival.com/
http://thelittlebuddha.wordpress.com/about/
http://thelittlebuddha.wordpress.com/about/
http://www.dangoldtattooclub.com
http://tillytwist.co.uk/
http://www.talkradioeurope.com/
http://ddcmontana.com/
http://www.acroyoga.org/app-teacher-directory/iris-martinez
http://www.acroyoga.org/app-teacher-directory/iris-martinez
http://www.jamiemccartney.com/
http://www.jenslennartsson.se/
http://pitzondidge.com/
http://rdmla.com/
http://ubersuperduper.com
http://www.wildfang.com/
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